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mlpl~xity

Its Constraints on Social Innovation

(*)

Introduction
This paper reviews some general problems associated with innovation in a
complex social environment. Specifically it is concerned with the vital importance of innovation in the structures
and procedures used in support of
social innovation - on the basis that
there are characteristics of existing
organizations, meetings and information systems which can be a major factor in hindering or even preventing the
changes they are themselves supposed
to be facilitating. These and related
points are explored in more detail in
the following papers:
Presentation of information and its
educational role in response to complexity (in this issue)
Organizational forms in response
to complexity
Organization of meetings for the
discussion of complex issues
Institutional «games» and strategies as a response to complexity.

Complexity: an overview
As the supporting papers make clear,
many authorities are concerned at the
increase in complexity of the social
environment and mankind's apparent
lack of ability to respond adequately.
" What is significant of our present
era is the emergence of a degree of
social organizational complexity and
a rate of coalescence of previously
segregated populations that defy our
current efforts at symbolic reductionism. Larger and larger parts of
the fives of more and more people
are being lived in conditions of environmental turbulence».
(F E Emery and E L Trist. Towards
a Social Ecology).
" While the difficulties and dangers
of problems tend to increase at a
geometric rate, the knowledge and
manpower qualified to deal with
those problems tend to increase at
an arithmetical rate ".
(Yehezkel Dror, Prolegomenon to
policy sciences, AAAS symposium,
Boston 1969).

« Many of the problems we experience today have been with us for
a fang time and those of recent vintage do not seem insurmountable,
01 themselves. The feature that is
wholly new in the problematic aspects
of our situation is rather a frightening growth in the size of the issues
and a tendency toward congealment
whose dynamics appears to be irreversible. The congruence of events
appears suddenly possessed of a
direction and a total meaning which
emphasizes the insufficiency of a/l
the proposed solutions increasingly
and reveals rigidities that are not
stable or set, that do not confine
the problems but enlarge them,
while also deepening them. This suggests that our situation has an inner
momentum we are unable fUlly to
comprehend; or, rather, that we are
trying to cope with it by means of
concepts and languages that were
never meant to penetrate complexities ot this kind; or, again, that we are
trying to contain it with institutions
which were never intended for such
use.» (Hasan Ozbekhan. Toward
a general theory of planning. In:
Eric Jantsch (Ed). Perspectives of
Planning. OECD, 1969, p. 144).

That these matters are of current international concern is illustrated by the
fact that the World Future Studies Federation recently sponsored a postgraduate summer school on « How to cope
with complexity; new trends and developments in humanities and social
sciences» (Romania, 1976) which was
the occasion for a Unesco symposium.

Complexity:
the simplistic response
Of necessity there is increasing awareness that previously isolated matters
are now interlin ked and that every issue
has to be examined in terms of its
potential relationship to other issues.

But in debate on any matter, there
is seldom consensus on how issues
should be distinguished and interrelated.
One common response is to consider
issues in isolation and assume there
are no relevant interconnections.
Where there is consensus on the importance of interconnections, the only
other response is to attempt to consi,der everything in every 'forum of debate. (<< Every issue in every context »).
The impossibility of doing so is then
used as an excuse for simplifying the
issues and picking out those which are
" most important».
Consequently whatever the macro-issue
under discussion, debating points on
any related topics are considered relevant. However, since the relative importance accorded to such points is
based on changing political considerations rather than substantive ones,
such debates are unable to converge
on any implementable programme of
significance which takes account 01 the
manner in which the problems themselves are interlinked. Such debates
then become arenas in which the desire
to resolve' the issues is merely reaffirmed and the participants blame each
other or third parties for not coming
to grips with a situation they are unable
to focus upon.
An allied approach assumes that no
particular remedial project is of significance unless the whole system is changed. (<< Everything must be changed
before anything can be changed »).
This tends to focus resources on total
change at some future time and diverts
resources from the particular projects
which are feasible at the present time.
Perhaps this will prove to have been
the best approach.
Ironically, the proponents of a particular form of change tend to perceive
it as the only viable or significant form
(e.g. to a political activitist only politi-

("') The first in a series of Introductory
reports prepared by A.J.N. Judge for a
session at the Journees d'etudes, 28-30
March 1977, Paris, of the International
Foundation for Social Innovation.
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cal change is of significance). They are
consequently unable to detect the mann8r in which their action is counterbalanced, checked, contained or even
undermined by other forms of change.
It IS not yet possible to determine how
different kinds of change strategy can
be blended harmoniously together into
a mix which is appropriately innovative. No body has a mandate to attempt
this, and no intergrative discipline
exists to legitimate such an approach.

Complexity: the operational
supports for innovative action

It is the argument of this paper that
whatever the societal problem or the
nature of the remedial project, such
activity is at some stage (if not for its
duration) dependent on the supportive
operation of
organizations
-- information systems
meetings.
The question is whether the prevailing
concepts underlying the use of such
devices in fact ensure that they are
structured so as to be able to function
effectively as support mechanisms in
the face of a certain degree of social
complexity. The accompanying papers suggest that there is evidence that
they are not adequate to the demands
placed upon them.
What is the meaning of "adequate"
in this context? Fortunately, this has
been clearly establ ished through a general law (Ashby's Law of Requisite Variety) which emerges from cybernetics
and the mathematics of control in all
systems:
" The abundance of alternative control actions (variety of control actions) which a control mechanism is
capable of executing must be at least
equal to the abundance of the spontaneous fluctuations (variety of fluctuations) which have to be corrected
by the control mechanism, if the
control mechanism is to perform its
function effectively. In other words,
only a greater amount of variety in
a regulator can control the variety
in a given system; only variety can
destroy variety". (W R Ashlby. Selfregulation and requisite variety.
in: Introduction to Cybernetics.
1956).
This means that unless the organizations, meetings and information systems used to respond to a problem
complex embody in their structure a
degree of complexity equivalent to or
greatllr than that of the problem complex in question, then their response
will not be «adequate» as remedial
action. In other words, for example, a
simple organization structure cannot
eliminate a complex problem.
This is intuitively obvious but its consequences for the manner in which

(Box 1)

Interaction between social
change and personal change
The following quotations indicate the
importance of the relationship between innovation in society and the
prerequisite changes in the individual for such innovation to ensue,
and to be considered significant:

The fact which confronts us is that
cultural change is limited by the restrictions imposed on change in individual human nature by concealed
neurotic processes. At the same time
there is continuous cybernetic interplay between culture and the individual, i.e. between the intrapsychic
processes which make for fluidity or
rigidity within the individual and the
external processes which make for
fluidity or rigidity in a culture. It
would be naive to expect political and
ideological liberty to give internal
liberty to the individual citizen unless
he had already won freedom from the
internal tyranny of his own neurotic
mechanisms ... Therefore, insofar as
man himself is neurotogenically restricted, he will restrict the freedom
to change of the society in which he
lives. This interplay is sometimes
clearly evident, sometimes subtly concealed; but it is the heart of the solution of the problem of human progress.
(Lawrence S. Kubie. The nature of
psychological change and its relation to cultural change.
In: Ben Rothblatt (Ed) Changing
perspectives on Man, 1968).

tism rests on the plentiful creation of
unified personalities, at home with
every part of themselves, and so
equally at home with the whole family
of man, in all its magnificent diversity ... In brief, one cannot create a
unified world with partial, fragmentary, arrested selves which by their
very nature must either produce aggressive conflict or regressive isolation. Nothing less than a concept of
the whole man - and of man achieving a consciousness of the whole is capable of doing justice to every
type of personality, every mode of
culture, every human potential. At
this point a further transformation,
so far not approached by any historic
culture, may well take place.
(Lewis Mumford. The Transformations
of Man, 1956).

1/ faudrait que les mentaliUils evoluent
avec les transformations du man de,
mais I' esprit humain est naturel/ement
conservateur et la resistance au changement, si el/e se manifeste de manifJre eclatante dans les structures.
existe d'abord dans les esprits .. Le
dlkalage permanent entre les situations et les mentalites qui resultent
de cette resistance tend a augmenter
puisqu'iI y a aoceleration du changement.. Cependant la resistance au
changement est telle qu'iI arrive que
ran se borne greffer des structures
complementaires sur les structures
anciennes, sans s'interroger sur leur
compatibilite, DU meme que I'on reproduise fidiHement les structures
anciennes... Le probleme central est
done bien celui des "structures
mentales". Certaines d'entre elles
ne correspondent plus aux realites
et nous encombrent : elles suscitent
I' apparition d' un con flit de modeles,
c' est-a-dire un divorce entre les representations que nous a leguees le
passe et cel/es qui sont necessaires
pour apprehender le monde d' aujourd'hui... Nous sommes inadaptes
la croissance et au mouvement.

a

We can either involve ourselves in the
rec'reative self and societal discovery
of an image of humankind appropriate
for our future, with attendant societal
and personal consequences, or we
can choose not to make any choice
and, instead, adapt to whatever fate,
and the choices of others, bring
along.
(Center for the Study of Social Policy
of the Stanford Research institute. Changing Images of Man, 1974).

The relations between world culture
and the unified self are reciprocal.
The very poss'ibi/ity of achieving a
world order by other means than
totalitarian enslavement and automa-

a

(Centre
d'Etudes
Prospectives.
L'Homme Encombre. Prospective.
15, Avril 1969, pp. 48-49).
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support structures are conceived, designed and used are not so clear.
An interdisciplinary conference was
held in 1968 on the effects of conscious purpose on human adaptation,
under the sponsorship of the WennerGren Foundation for Anthropological Research. The conference considered the ability of man and his institutions to recognize and respond to the
complex of social problems. In her
concluding remarks at the conference,
the editor of the proceedings notes one
conclusion on which there was some
consensus and which helps to clarify
the points above:
"Each person is his own central
metaphor... Any kind of representation within a person of something
outside depends on there being
sufficient diversity within him to
reflect the relationships in what he
perceives... The possibility of seeing
something, the possibility of talking
about it ... depends in every case on
arrivi,19 in yourself at a comparable
complexity, which depends in turn
on the kind of diversity existing within
yourself. Another way to put that
would be to say that if human beings
were totally non-comparable in the
degree of their internal complexity
to what's outSide, then there would
be no chance of any kind of valid
internal representation of what lies
outside them ... We can't relate to
anything unless we can express its
complexity through the diversity
that is ourselves ... Now, the question of consciousness brings up the
fact that we have incomplete access
to the complexity that we are. We've
blocked out a great deal of it ... by
rejecting il. .. we'rejust not organized
to be aware of it. » (M.C. Bateson,
Our Own Metaphor, Knopf, 1972,
pp. 285-288).
Clearly this point is only made explicitly with regard to the individual, but it
also applies to the social structures
through which invididuals work collectively. The chairman of the above conference, using the phrase « We are our
own metaphor. (ibid, p. 304), implicitly
acknowledged one participant's recognition of this with respect to the dynamics of that conference.
In a very real sense therefore a meeting, for example, through the way in
which it is organized and functions.
(a) mirrors the participants' collective
ability to represent the society
about which they are concerned, and
(b) mirrors any lack of integration between perspectives and priorities (in
the external world) represented by
participants, and the consequent
ability of society to respond to that
complex situation.
The organization and dynamics of the
meeting itself may therefore represent
very clearly, through its own defects,
the defects of the society or social group
whose condition it was convoked to
alleviate. Similarly, an institution or an

(Box 2) :

Interrelationship between operation support structures

Organizations

Meetings
Information
systems

Complexity contained by operational support structures
ABC Organizations, meetings and information systems effectively interlinked.
CompleXity uncontained by operational sUPP,ort structures
A
B
C
AB
BC
CA

Organizations unrelated to meetings or information system
Information system unrelated to organizations or meetings
Meetings unrelated to organizations or information systems
Organizations effectively linked to information systems but unrelated to
meetings.
Meetings effectively linked to information systems but unrelated to organizations
Meetings effectively linked to organizations but unrelated to information
systems.

NOTE: This illustration is clearly an oversimplification, but it does show that only
under " condition ABC» can the problem complex be in focus. Omitted from the diagram are:
1. Other operational supports (e.g. legislation, technology, etc.).
2. The necessary integration between operational supports of the same kind (e.g. organizations), if several are required to contain the problem.
3. The effect of the lack of integration under certain conditions or during certain periods
of time.

information system constitutes, through
its structure and operations, a formalization of a perception of society and
of any (in)ability to respond adequately
to its problems.
For this reason it is important to look
very carefully at the structure and
dynamics of these operational supports
for innovative action to determine
whether they are in fact capable of
(a) bringing into focus the problem
complex on which they were designed to act, without distortion or
oversimplification
(b) interlinking the intellectual and
other resources which can usefully
be brought to bear on the problem
complex.
An obvious corollary of Ashby's Law
(cited in the Yearbook of World Problems and Human Potential) might
read:

« That any attempt to control a psycho-social system with a control system of less complexity (i.e. of less
vanetyj than that of the psychosocial system itself can only be made
tq succeed by suppressing or ignoring
the variety in the psycho-social system so that it is less than the relative
simplicity of the control system. »

Such «suppression'» tends to lead directly to violence and the multiplication of other problems.

CompleXity and the
change agent
Although it is not the main concern of
this series of papers, it is nevertheless
important to link the perception that
« Every person is bis own central metaphor » to a point made in Box 1.

1
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It is a paradox of social innovation,
whose intent is in some way to develop
man and his condition, that the effectiveness and scope of the programmes
to do so are necessarily bound and
constrained by the degree of personal
development of those involved in their
conception and implementation. In
addition, It is through their development and use of organizations, meetings and information systems that individuals
provide themselves with
" learning environments" and the necessary experiences to support their
own personal development. It is for this
reason that it is also important to look
at the place of "games» played by
people and institutions (see the fourth
paper In th is series) as a way of structuring their experience in such environments. Such games may actively
oppose or hinder innovation, or possibly support it under conditions which
remain to be determined. They are
obviously also an important eqUilibrium-maintaining device in a society
excessively sensitive to change.
The paradox, both with respect to the
indiVidual and to his operational supports, is that innovative responses have
to be engendered by outdated structures
and processes The question IS, can the
key innovative concepts specially needed at this time only be generated and
delivered through innovative structures
or are the outdated structures adequate
to the task?

Interlinking operational
supports for innovative action
The previous section discusses the ability of organizations, meetings or infor-

mation systems to contain separately
the complexity with which they were
designed to deal. In practice, however,
these operational supports are used in
a mutually dependent fashion. (Organizations depend on information systems, meetings are used by organizations, etc.). Now, whilst one of these
operation supports may contain the
complexity with which it has to deal in
an adequate manner, the other supports on which it depends may not, thus
negating the effectiveness of the whole:
In effect, in order for a problem complex, handled adequately in a meeting
(for example), to be "transferred»
to an organization or to an information
system, the latter must be of matching
complexity (both to the meeting structure, and obviously to the problem
complex) for the problem to remain
« contained»
during and after the
transfer. In fact, it may be necessary
to use the mutual reinforcement of
meeting, organization and information
system to keep track of an evolving
problem complex, or even to use a
number of carefully interlinked meetings, organizations and information
systems to ensure containment. The
design of such linked support structures has not been adequately considered
in relation to problem compleXity.
The situation may best be summarized
by the diagram and commentary in
Box 2. This shows, for example,
the weakness in having an excellent
meeting without adequate organizational follow-up. Although this is intuitively obvious, there is clearly .a significant danger in assuming that a pro-

blem complex is contained because
of the positive aura of highly successful operational support which is
usually all that is required as evidence
of activity to suppress possible criticism in the political arena.
Clearly there are other forms of operational support which could have been
considered here (and included Ifl
Box 2)
Examples are legislation,
funds, human resources, etc. These are,
however, all a SUbject of much attention in organizations, meetings and information systems. The latter are
therefore in one sense «more fundamental" but,. as the accompanying
papers show, nevertheless do not appear
to receive the attention they merit
(partly because of the embarrassing
questions this would raise about the
adequacy of the forum through which
this was done).
Attention of this kind would ensure
that an operational environment was
created which would promote and support a multiplicity of mutually reinforcing innovative projects and approaches, rather than isolated, vulnerable
" one-oft» projects, as at present.
•
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Presentation of Information and its Educational
Role in Response to Complexity
It is obvious that with the increase in

complexity of society and its problems,
there is a much greater dependence on
information. The point was recently
made by Helmut Arntz, President of
the International Federation of Documentation:
" Quiconque dans cette situation se
hasarde a faire des pronostics sur
ravenir de rhumanite, ne peut pas
ignorer r antithese entre le pouvoir
inoui que nous confEue la technique
(y compris celui de nous detruire
nous-memes), et la faiblesse de notre volonte, la mediocrite des
moyens intellectuels dont nous disposons pour son application intelligente ... Aujourd'hui, nous ravons
vu, r information n' est plus en premier lieu J'etendard triomphal du
progres. Cest le seul moyen de
garder suffisamment le controle de
revolution pour que rhumanite, forte
de ses connaissances et de ses experiences, tirant habilement parti de
toutes les donnees de r information,
conserve toujours une avance sur
la menace qui peut mener a la catastrophe ".
A distinction must, however, be made
between (a) the increasing quantities
of information required, (b) the increasing quality and accuracy demanded,
and (c) the improved structuring of the
information necessary to facilitate its
use.
In a social environment in which the
problems may be considered relatively
isolated and easy to place within the
mandate or field of concern of a single organization or discipline, the methods of structuring that information
can be simple (e.g. alphabetic order,
hierarchically structured classification,
etc.). Unfortunately, the social environment is now highly turbulent and
information can no longer be adequately handled by such approaches, as
the following quotations make clear:
" The problem is that in most, if
not all spheres of inquiry and choice,
quantities of raw information overwhelm in magnitude the few comprehensive and trusted bodies or systems of knowledge that have been
perceived and elaborated by man ..
Where, for example, does the novice
urban mayor turn to comprehend the

dynamic interrelationships between
transportation, employment, technology, pollution, private investment,
and the public budget; between housing, nutrition, health, and individual motivation and drive? Where
does the concerned citizen or Congressman interested in educational
change go for the best available understanding of the relationship between communications, including
new technology, and learning?"
(McGeorge Bundy. Managing knowledge to save the environment, US
House of Representatives, 1970).
" Many of the most serious conflicts
facing mankind result from the interaction of social, economic, technological, political and psychological forces and can no longer be solved by
fractional approaches from individual disciplines.. Complexity and
the large scale of problems are forcing decisions to be made at levels
where individual participation of
those affected is increasingly remote, producing a crisis in political
and social development which threatens our whole future ". (OECD.
Bellagio Declaration on Planning
1968).
" The most probable assumption is
that every single one of the old demarcations, disciplines, and faculties is going to become obsolete and
a barrier to learning as well as to
understanding. The fact that we are
shifting from a Cartesian view of the
universe, in which the accent has
been on parts and elements, to a
configuration View, with the emphasis on wholes and patterns, challenges every single dividing line
between areas of study and knowledge ". (p.F. Drucker, The Age of
Discontinuity; guidelines to our
changing society. 1968).
In such a complex context a key issue
is therefore how to select, structure and
represent information in order to facilitate, rather than hinder, social innovation. And in a very real sense the
ability to engender appropriate social
innovation is directly dependent upon
the innovative character. of information delivery to the user. If the user is
obliged to devote a considerable proportion of his available time, energy

and resources to compensating for inadequacies in the nature of the information delivered, it is much less likely
that the available information will provide a constant stimulus to innovation.
It will also be much easier for some
to adopt a strategy which denies the
possibility of innovation.
The above problems of information
delivery and the possibilities for their
solution, can be usefully discussed in
terms of the following interrelated
areas:
Kinds of information
Information is mainly collected about
a. «subjects» as distinguished in a
variety of document classification
schemes. A «subject» is a very
general concept covering a hodgepodge of topics ranging from fields
of knowledge and skill, through areas
of experience and belief, to concern with a particular region, place
or person. Classification schemes
have not attempted to distinguish
and interrelate the different kinds
of «subject" important to social
innovation. Documents on subjects
are often only classified by author.
b. «subjects " as identified in a population census, registers of companies, employment categories, economic sectors, etc. Because of its nature, such information tends to be
mainly quantitative and of necessity
mainly processed into an aggregated
form in which the individual subjects cannot be either distinguished,
interrelated amongst themselves or
with subjects of a different kind.
Consider the follOWing kinds of subject
which are not generally distinguished as
such and yet which would each appear
to be important and distinct components of any information facility in
support of social innovation.
problems for which innovative solutions are required
organizational units acting in some
way in response to problems
intellectual disciplines relevant as
a body of conceptual tools to the
innovative resolution of a problem
information sources on problems
or their solution
legal instruments relating to particular problems
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human values in terms of which problems are perceived and remedial
action is undertaken
innovative projects applicable, as
proven "blueprints» to the solution of similar problems in other
locations.
Such different kinds of information
need to be distinguished and interrelated in order to clarify the options for
social innovation and resource al.location. So far this has only been systematically attempted at the international level through the experimental project
resulting in the Yearbook of World
Problems and Human Potential. Similar work remains to be done nationally.
An international data bank on proven
social innovation techniques and proposals does not yet exist.
Multi-purpose information system
Information relevant to social innovation is used in different ways by bodies
having very different priorities and
mandates. Generally these very differences are considered adequate justification for the establishment of distinct
and unrelated information systems for
purposes such as :
research on problem / programme
relationsh ip
education about programme
policy-making to determine programme
programme management
publ ic information on programme
public participation and programme
monitoring
The separation of these systems leads
necessarily to lack of correspondence
between the information they contain
about the same problem area and
consequently aggravates dangerously
the discontinuities and delays in social
change processes and their comprehension. As Sir Robert Jackson notes in the
Capacity Study of the United Nations
Development Systems, for example:
'< In
short, there are now simply too
many separate, inconsistent, incomplete information systems relating to
some facet of development cooperation
activities. » (p. 223, vol 11) and « The
mere description of the present structure
for
development
cooperation
identifies its major shortcomings: it
is far too fragmented, and has large
areas of overlap which create major
problems of coordination and an unnecessary degree of bureaucratic complexity » (p. 288, vol 11).
The challenge is to design multi-purpose systems which can filter out information of excessive complexity (or
simplicity) according to the requirements of the user. Such systems provide a guarantee that policy is based
on the same information as research,
for example. They also constitute a
needed challenge to develop means of
educating people to handle complexity
rather than to deny or ig nore it.
Flexible data structuring
Information on a complex

dynamic

environment is of limited value if it is
collected and structured in terms of
one organization's understanding of a
particular problem domain in relation
to a particular (short-term) programme
obl igation. Much information is handled in this way and cannot be adapted
to new perceptions and later programme requirements. Typically the conceptual assumptions and simplifications about the way in which the problem complex is organized and handled by particular programmes are built
into the structuring of the data (e.g. in
computer files and software). The data
is not structured to permit later inclusion of alternative relationships between data elements. Typically also the
analysis tends to focus primarily on
the data elements in isolation rather
than on the nature of the (changing)
relationship between the elements which is a prime characteristics of complexity. (This is one advantage of the
network-orientation on which the Yearbook of World Problems and Human
Potential has been based.) Much work
has been conducted on the theory and
design of flexible general data structures for computers. Unfortunately, this
has not yet been applied to information
relevant to social innovation.
Information representation
It is one thing' to have physical access
to information on all the component
elements of a complex situation. It is
quite another to be able to represent
and display this information in a variety of forms according to the preferences and abilities of the user and
his degree of tolerance of displays of
different degrees of complexity. The
conventional approach is either to deny
the compleXity and to produce a simplified diagram or metaphorical representation, or to accept the complexity and produce a matrix-type representation or equivalent data plot' comprehensible to specialists only. The problems of representing compleXity have
only been systematically studied in
relation to the layout of (airspace vehicle) instrument panels. The myth persists that a complex societal situation
can still be adequately portrayed to
a « cultivated generalist » on a single
sheet of paper, and anything omitted
by this degree of data reduction is of
necessity irrelevant.
A number of techniques have been
developed for representing complex
situations but these have not been applied to information directly relevant
to social innovation. Examples are
network maps, and computer interactive display devices capable of handling ordered structures (as opposed to
pictures or lines of text).
It is probable that without such techniques, it will be unlikely that we can
penetrate the compleXity of social situations and communicate whatever
insights are obtained. The consequence
is poor policy and inability to form
a consensus about key issues.

Inter-organization Information systems
Information systems are generally designed for one organization to serve its
predefined
purposes.
Occasionally,
such purposes may include granting
access to other organizations whose
purpose it approves. This is a very restrictive and inhibiting approach to the
facilitation and catalyzation of interorganizational activity. This point may
best be illustrated by contrast with the
telephone network which is employed
by each user for his own purposes which
change constantly over time. Access
is not regulated in terms of the use to
which the the facility is put. As a result
the facility makes possible many different and unexpected contacts. No
equivalent facility to stimulate contact
between bodies relevant to social innovation exists. As a result coalitions form
and break up slowly and there is considerable lag in response to any emerging problem situation, or alternatively
a very poor follow-up to any spontaneous activity. Information systems
should be designed to support interorganizational activity to facilitate
rapid response to new conditions.
Images of Man
Social innovation is stimulated and gUided by changing concepts of the nature
of man. A recent study by the Center
for the Study of Social Policy (Stanford Research Institute) makes the
point that «Images of humankind
which are dominant in a culture are of
fundamental importance because they
underlie the ways in which the society
shapes its institutions, educates its
young, and goes about whatever it perceives its business to be. Changes in
these images are of particular concern
at the present time because our industrial society may be on the threshold
of a transformation as profound as that
which came to Europe when the Medieval Age gave way to the rise of science and the Industrial Revolution ... ».
The concepts of man are however
themselves developed by the innovations which are implemented as Rene
Dubos has pointed out: « The environment men create through their wants
becomes a mirror that reflects their
civilization; more importantly it also
constitues a book in which is written the
formula of life that they communicate
to others and transmit to succeeding
generations ». More succinctly Winston
Chu'rchill's point about buildings, that
« We shape our buildings and then our
buildings shape us » could as well be
applied to the information systems we
choose to create.
The question is what effect does the
selection of a particular information
strategy have on our changing image
of ourselves and how does this relate
to the kinds of social innovation we
consequently prefer? Conversely, what
resistance to social innovation arises
from our reluctance to adapt to an
alternative image of man?
•
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International
discourse

langage
international

PO :A suggestion for a de-patterning device
for international organization descriptions
The principal concern of this symposium
is to examine how well a limited number
of key terms currently employed in
international
organization
discourse
convey, in different sectors and language systems, the concepts and
meanings they supposedly represent.
A related concern, however, is whether
particular labelled categories used in
describing
organizations, match in
subtlety and complexity the social
reality which they are used to order. It
is this second concern which is discussed here.
Current discussion of, and by, international organiza.tions makes use of
category systems like the follOWing:
governmental; nongovernmental
profit; nonprofit
recognized; unrecognized
formal; informal
national; international
permanent; temporary
supportive; unsupportive
autonomous; dependent.
This approach polarizes attem pts to
discuss and describe international
organizations so that any concepts
representing
intermediate conditions
between the extremes of each concept
pair are automatically excluded, or at
best can only be handled inadequately
with the use of neologisms which are
themselves suspect. It is the purpose of
this paper to suggest that such twoterm conceptual straight-jackets are a
direct impediment to creative thinking
about the new forms of international
social organization needed to respond
. to the increasing number and complexity of world problems. Just as it has
been said that many organizations in
existence today are memorials to old
social problems, so it could be said
that many categories in use today are
memorials to old insights into the
complexity of society.
How has this come about and what can
be done to remedy the' situation?
In answering these questions and
suggesting a solution, we shall make
extensive use of the arguments made
by Edward de Bono in a series of
books (1).

Nature of the difficulty
In dealing with our environment we
have developed to perfection, aided by
traditional logic, a method of thinking
which depends upon a thing or quality
belonging or not-belonging to some
category. Intermediate conditions are
not permissable. An organization is
either governmental or it is not. A nation
is an aggressor or it is not. A society
is democratic or it is not. Language
needs such rigid definitions. Otherwise
communication would be impossible.
But creative thinking does not need
them, for rigid-box definitions make the
slow evolution of ideas impossible,
since an idea cannot drift in or out of a
definition but must at all times be either
inside or outside. Similarly new types of
social organization corresponding to
intermediate definitions are also inconceivable. The logical YES /NO thinking
system is excellent for manipulating
information held in fixed categories; it
is not much use in the perception of
new ideas and new ways of organizing
society. The result of our YES /NO
system is that the category systems
become self-perpetuating, since they
control attention. Category patterns
persist even though they are no longer
the best possible arrangement of
information. The effect is cumulative.
Patterns are created, become established and grow even more rigid. Conceptual patterns become reflected in
institutional organizations,
legal or
administrative procedure and in educational programs which then help to
perpetuate the original patterns.

A de-paUerning device
It would not be worth making the above
points unless an interesting solution
had been put forward. Edward de Bono
has done just that. He suggests that
we make use of a new word, not as a
descriptor (2) but as a means of " legitimately " placing a " creative" question
mark against the
categories and

category-systems which have to be used
in the grammatically correct sentences
required for effective communication.
The new word is not a neologism in the
conventional sense since all neologisms
tend to be descriptors. The proposed
word would have a status similar to the
logical operators AND, NOT, OR, etc
'which are each the basis for an important conceptual operation between
categories.
The particular world chosen by de Bono
is « PO" (3).

Use of PO
Returning to the list of term-pairs given
in an earlier section we can now illustrate one use of PO by placing it as
follows, between our usual organization
descriptors, for example:
governmental po nongovernmental
national po international
permanent po temporary
PO attacks the distinctions temporarily
in order to let the information be used
in a different way. It may also be used
to indicate the arbitrariness of the
division. Sometimes it may be the whole
division that is arbitrary, at other times
the division is useful on one level but
arbitrary if carried to other levels. In
the latter case PO may seem to be
pleading for attention to what unites the
fragments rather than what divides
them. If so, this is a by-prodUCt. The
function of PO is only to challenge the
rigidity of the division.
These points are illustrated by de Bono
as follows. If one were to say" men PO
women», this would be the same as
saying «people" or "humanity". It
would, however, be very different from
saying "men and women" (or in the
case which interests us " governmental
and nongovernmental organizations,,),
since this deliberately keeps them
distinct in order to add them together,
whereas with PO the distinction itself
is questioned. Using PO suggests that
differences might not be very basic,
whereas the use of AND highlights the
separate classes as in the case of
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Seuls ne sont pas touches les rapports
politiques, les affaires militaires, le
petrole et les questions culturelles.
A I'examen, le detail de ces rubriques
revele trois c'1racteristiques du programme d'action qU'elles proposent.
L.a premiere est que partout, sauf pour
la participation de la jeunesse a l'effort national et pour la defense du milieu humain, iI s'agit specifiquement
et principalement de taches et de charqes a assumer par les nations developpees. C'est vrai meme pour des rubriques qui paraltraient l1e regarder que
les pays concernes ou leurs voisins,
comme celles qui ont trait aux problemes des pays sans littoral,
I'habitat, a la poussee demowaphique. La
deuxieme caracteristique est que les
mesures suggerees aux pays en developpement sont par contraste expriiYIees en terrnes fort generaux. Enfin,
troisieme particularite, il n'est nulle
part question de contreparties que les
pays en developpement pourraient
offrir aux nations developpees.

a

Antagonisme des pays
en developpement
e~ des nations deveioppees

-----_._-_.-----

On pourrait juger etonnant qU'un document aussi desequilibre ait ete adople a I'unanimite des Nations Unies.
En fait cela ne signifie nullement qu'il
y ait eu un accord complet sur tout.
Une annexe qui i1 ete peu diffusee par
I'ONU, mals qui fait partie integrante
,je la declaration, Gontient les remarques, interpretations et reserves de
pays ou de groupes de pays sur divers
points. En outre, la question de la
'1aleur juridique du texte a oppose I'ensemble des nations developpees
plusieurs pays en developpement. Ceux-ci
auraient voulu faire admettre que la
declaration formalt un engagement
et avait force obligatoire.
Les nations developpees ont soutenu
au Gontraire que I'adoption d'une resolution par les Nations Unies ne
creait pas d'obligation pour les Etatsmernbres, pas meme lorsqu'jls avaient
vote affirmativement. Celte position,
qui est traditionnelle, a ete fermement reafiirrnee dans ce cas parce que
seules les puissances developpees seraient effectivement engagees si la
declaration venait a €lIre tenue pour
contraignante, ceci en raison de la
maniere donI le texte esl redige.
Une telle situation ne sera it pas acceptable pour ces puissances, car elle
serait en contradiction avec les vues
qu'elles ant sur leurs relations avec
ies pays en developpement. Les nations developpees ne considerent pas,
I'heure actuelle, que I'ensemble de
ces rapports releve de la " cooperation
au developpement". Elles separent
I'aide au developpement du commerce, des operations financieres et de la
fourniture de services. La distinction
n'est cependant pas absolue et la ligne
·:1e partage tend
se deplacer de temps

a

a

a

a autre. Par exemple, la CEE a voulu
aider les pays en developpement en
favorisant leur exportation par I'octro! des preferences tarifaires general!sees. Neanmoins, ce desir de preter
son concours ne commande pas toute
sa politique douaniere
I'egard de
ces pays. Les preferences restent lim!tees par des contingents et nombre de
produits, dont ceux de I'agriculture,
sont exclus afin de protegeI' les producteurs de la Communaute.
1I y a de nombreux autres cas d'emploi, par les nations developpees, de
moyens de politique commerciale ou
financiere comme instruments d'une
aide aux pays en developpement, mais
la poursuite de cet objectif n'est jamais
dominante dans Ges politiques. En
eHet, les nations developpees acceptent qU'il est recommandable et necessaire d'aider les pays moins avances,
mais elles refusent d'admettre qu'elles
devraient en consequence renoncer
completement a vouloir des avantages
pour elles-memes.
En fait, I'aide au developpement n'a
pas ete congue comme un objectif en
soi. Elle est nee et agrandi au hasard
des circonstances, la pratique ayant
le plus souvent precede la theorie. Les
liotions memes de sous-developpement
et de developpement sont loin d'etre
claires. Quant a I'aide, on constate que
pour les puissances communistes elle
est essentiellement donnee
des fins
politiques, alors que les choses sont
mains claires chez les occidentaux.
A I'ouest, les motifs qUi poussent I'opinion publique et les autorites sont tres
divers. Le desir humanitaire d'amelioreI' le sort des populations moins avancees et le sentiment de culpabilite envel's les anciennes colonies sont des
mobiles desinteresses. D'autres objectifs ne le sont guere: combattre le
communisme et les tendances revolutionnaires, amadouer le nationalisme
ombrageux des pays neufs, promouvoir les echanges commerciaux, conserver des liens affectifs ou une communaute de langue, preserver une influence et des inter€% acquis, participer a I'exploitation de richesses naturelies, imiter d'autres pays pour ne
pas etre distance par eux. Le jeu de
ces motivations disparates fait que,
si on accepte que I'abondance de leurs
moyens do it conduire les nations developpees
donner plUS largement, on
n'admet pas qU'elles ne doivent rien
demander en echange. Ceci d'autant
plus qU'en fin de compte I'interet national prime toutes les autres preoccupations.
Dans la pratique donc, les forces et
les aspirations en presence font que
les relations entre les nations developpees et les pays en developpement se
reglent de maniEHe plus complexe que
ne le voudrait la "strategie de developpernent ". 11 en resulte que les
principes
proclames
aux
Nations
Unies restent en grande partie theoriques, tandis que les echanges et la
cooperation se reglent principalement

a

a
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par des accords bilateraux soit entre
Etats, soit entre groupes de pays, comme c'est le cas pour les arrangements
entre la CEE et les pays africains.
Neanmoins, I'idee de la "non-reciprocite" gagne du terrain. Que ce soit
dans les negociations, ou par des aetes
unilateraux en vertu de leur souverainete, les pays en deveioppement
cherchent a reduire progressivement
les avantages concedes aux nations
developpees. lis veulent auss! de plus
en plus avoir la haute-main dans la
determination de la nature et du volume des apports de leurs partenaires
developpes Leurs objectifs sont " I'independance
economique»
et
., la
souverainete permanente sur les ressources naturelles ", c'est-a-dire qU'ils
aspirent
determiner leur avenir en
raison de leurs seules ambitions nationales, sans beau coup se preoccuper des
regles etablies, ni meme des engagements qu'ils pourraient avoir pris.

a

L'avenir?
La crise suscitee par les politiques nouvelles des producteurs de petrole va
pr9voquer des transformations profondes, non seulement des rapports
entre Etats. mais encore des economies et peut-etre des structures sociales. A I'heure actuelle tout est incertain et on ne peut guere faire de previsions fondees. On peu! toutefois
craindre que pendant un certain temps
le nationalisme economique ne s'exacerbe, surtout parmi les pays en developpement.
Doit-on esperer qu'un revirernent se
produira par la suite?
Peut-etre, a condition que les puissances developpees, la CEE en particulieI', parviennent
refaire leurs conceptions du progres economique et
social, afin de pouvoir offrir au tiers
monde des termes d'echange et des
modes de collaboration nouveaux. Ces
propositions devraient montrer clairement le desir de donner aux relations
avec les pays en developpernent une
importance egale
celle qui est attachee aux rapports entre les nations
industrialisees. 11 faudrait aussi qu'apparaisse, sans que le doute soit possible, la volonte des nations developpees
d'ajuster leurs objectifs economiques
et sociaux, de maniere
mettre au service du tiers monde une part plus
grande de leurs forces de production
et de leur capacite d'invention et d'innovation.
Les pays en developpement pourraient
alors etre amenes
reconnaitre qu'ils
ont interet au maintien de la vitalite
et de la production des puissances developpees. lis verraient que ce n'est
pas gaspiller leur substance que de produire et de Iivrer les matieres de base
indispensables
cette fin. L'interdependance leur paraitrait enfin une veritable solidarite entre les peuples et
non un assujettissement qui permet
aux plUS forts de depouiller les plUS
faibles.

a

a

a

a

a
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'whites and non-whites", "Government PO poople " would focus attention
on whether there was any common
Interest between the two, PO is never a
judgement, it is a device for legitimately
challenging divisions within a frame of
discourse to see whether any more
complex or more useful notions emerge.
PO is especially useful in bringing
together
those
opposite
extremes
which are created by one another. In
the search for more adequate concepts
and forms of social organization, this is
exactly what is required. It could be
argued that the open society towards
which we would like to move would be
made up of organizations and organization networks with the following characteristics :
governmental po nongovernmental
permanent po temporary
formal po informal
recognized po unrecognized
autonomous po dependent.

One does not want to lose the distinctness of each extreme, but to keep it
and still show that an organizational
system can be both of these things at
once. It is the division and separateness
(" the apartheid,,) that is attac ked by
PO, and not the nature of the two
qualities.

Interrelationship of diverse
forms of organization
PO could also be used to question
creatively the conceptual barriers which
are imposed between a wide variety of
forms of social organization. In each
society many forms of organization
flourish. In a given society, however,
some may be more prevalent than
others. It is most important to note that
different forms of organization can
substitute for one another. So that in
one society a particular function may

be mainly performed by A-type forms 01
organization, whereas in another the
same functions may be mainly performed by B-type and C-type forms.
In the diagram (below), the central
core represents the conventional, " permanent", highly-visible organizations
with which everyone is familiar. The
sectors around it represent a selection
of different forms of organization
which may substitute for some conventional organizations under certain circumstances. In each sector an attempt
has been made to indicate some specific types of substitute organization,
many of which have well-established
names (neologisms are shown in parentheses) (*).
One example of how a need satisfied
by a conventional organization may be
satisfied by a functional equivalent in
the table is the case of a "subscriptionship ". In one selling it may be
necessary to have' interaction between
members via an "organization ", while

InternatIonallY]
mcognlzed

\

0I9arl!ZatlO~

Convenllorlal

permanent

organ izatlons

\

Diagram illustrating the various additional categories of organization which are important to the functioning of the
social system and which may substitute for one another or for conventional organizations.
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in another the need for such interaction
may be satisfied by a journal to which
individuals can subscribe.
Another
example is the case of an " agreement"
which may be considered an hyperformal organization. In one setting a
written or even verbal agreement may
satisfactorily regulate relations between
members, in another an equivalent
agreement may have to be administered
by a secretariat via an organization,
Where formal agreement is not possible,
an "organization" may even perform
the necessary mediating or negotiating
functions between its members. A final
example is the case of a meeting, and
particularly large regular meetings, in a
series, In terms of activity, this may be
more significant than a small normally
constituted organization.
One consequence of focusing on conventional organizations only is that
functional eqUivalents, particularly in
non-Western cultures, are excluded
from the analysis, thus introducing
cultural bias and jeopardizing comparative studies, Another consequence is
that even within a certain culture an
"organizational analysis» will exclude
many styles of organization performing

functions which mesh with those of
the organizations we are trying to
isolate for closer scrutiny, thus rendering the analysis incomplete. A complicating feature is that a conventional
organization may, for example, perform
functions for a "membership", but at
the same time produce a periodical
which serves as a focal point for a
" subscribership » which is not identical
nor coterminous with the membership.
A further complicating feature derives
from the dynamics of a social system
in that the growth or decay of a particular organization form may be accompanied by transference of functions to
another organization form, for instance
due to change in technology. The
ability to accomplish this transference
may be hindered by inertial features,
such as vested interests identified
with particular patterns of organization.
Because we are trapped within our
categorical
straightjackets we
are
unable to appreciate fully the complex
and subtle ways in which the various
forms of organization share and switch
the burden of particular social functions
between them. Proposals for social
change therefore tend to be based on a

rather myopic vIsion of the functions
currently performed by a limited number
of conventional organizations, rather
than on a panoramic view of the rich
and complex organizational ecosystem
in which many species flourish and
interact. Perhaps discussion of the
need for PO· can help us to (, I'TIplexify
our conceptual systems, '
!]

(1) Edward de Bono, The Use of Lateral Thinking, London, 1967, The Mechanism of Mind,'
London, 1969; Lateral Thinking; a textbook of
creativity, London, 1970: Po, beyond YES and
NO, London, 1972,
(2) Excepf 10 describe the suggested de-patterning device Itself, -when It may be used as
noun, adjective or adverb.
(3) This could be considered as an abbreviation
of Possible, but de Bono does not mention
this, probably because he wants PO 10 be free

from assocIations.
(') This section and in particular the foilowlng
paragraphs have been adapted from' A,J,N,
JUdge and
Kjell
Skjelsbaek,
Transnational
associatIOns and their functions. In: A.J ,R.
Groom and Paul Taylor (Ed), Functionalism;
theory and practice in mternatlOnal relations.
London. Urllverslty of London Press. '974
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THE fUTURE OF COMPREHENSION
-- conceptual birdcages and functional basket-weaving (*)

Abstract: The existing range of conceptual,
organizational, information and other structures have demonstrated their inability to
generate effective remedies to the current
deteriorating condition of society. Risks can
therefore be usefully taken in directing attention, beyond the simplistic modes of comprehension which facilitate such failure, towards the range of comprehensible patterns
which offer new modes of conceptual and
group organization to harness the vast resources of unutilized human potential. The
nature and operational design of the associated a conceptual gearboxes" is considered in the light of R Buckminster Fuller's
work on synergetics and concept «packing ". The necessarily spherical nested patterns between which flexible transformations
are required (<< changing gear ,,) act as the
attention focusing containers (a birdcages »)
basic to appropriate synthesis and synergy.
An eqUivalent « woven" pattern of counterbalancing functional elements is required for
the « tensegrity organizations" then possible.
The patterns discussed are direct challenges to individual and collective comprehension. For them to be communicable and
collectively memorable as stable patterns, it
seems necessary to employ symbol sets at
least partly energized by the unconscious.
Using traditional sets could bypass valid local resistance to the alienating artificial
category schemes of global thinking.

Introduction
This paper is a direct response to the conference theme: "Thinking globally: acting locally". It takes for granted the multiplicity and complex interrelatedness of
the current problems of society, whether
global or local (1). The inability of the increasingly large number of organizations (2) to contain their problems will
also not be examined. This is confirmed by
the track record of organizations, whether
governmental or otherwise, acting singly,
in groups, or as networks - and their decreasing credibility, despite occasional apparent successes (3). Aside from the inability to initiate effective collective action, the associated failure in providing an

n

Paper written on the occasion of the First Global
Conference on the Future, Toronto, 1980. (Theme:
Thinking Globally/Acting Locallyl

information system matching the complexity of the problem and organization
networks will also be considered as contextual to this paper (4), as will the lack of
consensus on values (5).
As Margaret Mead is reported to have
declared on a memorable occasion "We
know all we need to know", The problem
is that" we " do not know how to fit it to~
gether into a meaningfully communicable
pattern which could catalyze appropriate
action. In fact there is no "we" with a
shared awareness permitting coherent
action (3). But as is noted on the cover of
" The (Updated) Last Whole Earth Catalog" (1974) : " We can't put it together; it
is together ".
So therefore we could usefully focus attention on our difficulty in seeing things as
parts of a whole. Or, maybe at one level of
our awareness we do see the whole, but
we are unable to re-member or communicate this experience (as will be explored
below). Or, maybe we each see it individually, but are unable to match our perceptions. In any case the consequence is that
the more society increases in complexity
(whether" really" or only" apparently,,),
the more we can only act by focusing on
simpler issues for a shorter time span.
Beyond the 1 st order, reactive responses,
there have been a variety of " higher order" responses to this situation which
can be grouped as follows (6) :
- 2nd order: interdisciplinarity, world modelling, situation rooms, information
systems, etc.
- 3rd order: think-tank networks, networks of the wise, information networks, action networks, etc.
None of these can be said to be offering
any possibility of breakthrough as the
reality of the arms race would seem to
confirm. At best they enable us to just
scrape through the existing crises. At
worst they create the illusion that they
would be adequate to any (provided of
course that the appropriate funds were
forthcoming and everyone could be marshalled into desired patterns of behaviour),

symptomatic of our condition. It is no longer a case of " You either have to be part of
the solution, or you're going to be part of
the problem" (Eldridge Cleaver), but rather « If you do not understand how you
are part of the problem, you cannot understand the nature of the solution required ".

Uni-modal traps
What might be a " point of entry" into this
complex situation:
- more research/analysis?
- more surveys/data?
- destruction of existing structures?
- more communication (technology) ?
- more public sensitization campaigns?
- allocation of more resources?
- more appropriate education?
- more consciousness raising?
- "basics first" ?
These, and others, are favoured modes
whose track records merely show success bought at the cost of insensitivity to
problems in domains which they are happy to ignore. Enthusiasts of one mode
cannot legitimate within it the allocation of
attention to other modes. At best they can
tolerate it.
Why are we trapped by this limitation?
How can we move beyond our uni-modal
approach? Why has" interdisciplinarity "
never got off the ground? Bearing in mind
the dangers of a uni-modal approach. I believe that it is time that we switched some
attention:
- from our (vain) efforts to patch things
together with various conceptual, organizational, legal, communication, or
other devices, each conceived by its resource-hungry advoCates to be the priority.

- to the implications of the process we individually or collectively engage in
when we effectively "cut-up" a conceptual or functional" cake" by distinguishing priorities in the creative decision which then determine subsequent
actions, their organization, and how
they are conceived as being interrelated.

Is it not time we explored beyond such
self-perpetuating myths and illusions?

Beyond the uni-modal

Our act is falling apart and the diversity of
views on how it can be got together is

As an indication, consider briefly the following range of decision processes (7,8) :

1Lw.

- Uni-modal: focus on the problem, the
value, the method, the objective - vital
as a process which both establishes the
viability and coherence of concern and
encompasses whatever is relevant to it.
- Si-modal:
polarized
perspective:
we/they, right/wrong, superior/inferior
- vital as a process which delimits problems or perspectives, and in so doing
energizes the relationship and engenders the motivation and force to act (typical of pro/con arguments in legal,
scholarly or parliamentary debate).
Tri-modal: mediated perspective (e.g.
workers/management/arbitrators)
which balances the relationship between two foci of concern - vital as a
means of channelling the energies released at the bi-modallevel, and benefitting from their complementarity.
- 4-mode: counteracting activities constructively stabilized into a minimal system by cross-balancing polarities - vital
as providing a stable action pattern
which can be built with, or upon. (This
is typical of the conceptual balance in
the minimal 2 x 2 matrix, which can also
be represented by a tetrahedron (5) ).
- etc.
Philosophers and others have repeatedly
remarked that we have problems in moving beyond three (7). Yet from the limited
amount of investigation of these and higher modes (reviewed in 7, and partly documented in 8), it was for example tentatively Indicated that current concerns such
as resource renewal, organizational systems, worker individuality and personal
development, environmental processes,
and social innovation and creativity, call
for 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10-mode thinking respectively (7, note 71).

Conceptual gearboxes
Future investigation will clarify the above
possibilities, but it would seem to be
worthwhile considering the nature of the
" conceptual gearbox» which we seem to
have at our disposal. We can see that certain "gears» would be necessary under
certain conditions - whether acting individually or collectively. (For example, the
" first" gear would seem to be necessary
to start any process). And maybe many of
our troubles come because our individual
or collective engines are being" revved"
above the Lp.m which the favoured first
and second gears can handle. Maybe we
are gOing too fast and do not know how to
Det into the appropriate conceptual gear.

11 is of course true that it is possible to
drive anywhere in first or second gear, but
this would so slow the traffic that we
would have jams everywhere and waste
energy - which, metaphorically speaking,
is exactly what we have in society. So how
can we " shift" into higher gears - especially since the transmission is far from
being as automatic as we would like to assume ? And, having shifted" up ", can we
be sure we can shift" down" whenever
appropriate 7

But the" gearbox" as a metaphor is onething, designing something of operational
significance is quite another - and it is
highly probable that one modelled on the
principle of revolving circular gear wheels
would be inadequate.
Suppose however that we switch from the
2-dimenstional circle as the traditional
model of a whole (Venn diagrams, mandala, etc.) to a 3-dimensional sphere - an intuitively acceptable step (" One Earth ",
" Whole Earth ", etc.), whatever the complications it makes evident. So instead of
talking about cutting up a 2-D circular
" cake .. into sub-category portions, we
now want to explore the parts into which
a sphere can be meaningfully fragmented,
or through which it can be reconstituted,
or through which it can be seen as a preexistent whole.
Now the" omnidirectional spheric experience " has been R. Buckminster Fuller's
area of creative inspiration in Synergetics (9), a work whose significance remains to be fully appreciated. I am interested in how one can adapt his insights to
the context outlined above. It is basic to
Fuller's argument that:
a) all systems are (modelled by) polyhedra of which the more significant are regular, symmetric, and approximations
to a sphere.
b) polyhedra cannot be constructed in 3
dimensions unless all faces are triangulated - since the alternative of rigid
jointing has inherent material limitations.
c) richer structural patterns of greater
economy and elegance are achieved
by rendering explicit the patterns of
compression and tension and ensuring
that they are self-balancing.
d) threshold values of the number of
structural elements must be reached
before new structural patterns can
emerge.
It is my belief that despite the apparent
"material design.. orientation, Fuller's
explorations indicate a fruitful path with
fairly immediate payoffs for organization
and concept structure design which, as
SUCh, are therefore of only borderline interest to those primarily associated with
his school ofthinking. (But if " domes blow
peoples minds ", what might" tensegrity
organizations .. do 7)
The point is that:
- on the one hand, he offers a range of
non-hierachical patterns melding together "system" and «network» with extremely valuable indications as to how the
patterns are related one to the other,
namely the transformation pathways between them; and
- on the other hand, we are faced within
ourselves individually, or as distinct
groups, with a jumble of partially structured preoccupations which we have
vainly tried to energize as " systems .. (for
the establishment-oriented) or "networks " (in the case of the alternatively-

oriented), and with only the possibilitv of
portraying them as alienating flat system
charts or operationally useless" networky symbols ".
But what is the link between Fuller's" abstract .. patterns and such " real, downto-earth» preoccupational jumbles 7 For
without the link we are still farfram a practical design for the" gearbox ... A clue lies
in the famous small-group communication
net experiments on which sociologists
(starting with Bavelas in 1948) and their
students have spent thousands of hours
of research time. Conventional organization theory is based on the mind-set associated With these investigations, and
yet (10):
- they have only focused on groups of 3 to
5 persons, whereas Fuller shows that
the threshold for 3-dimensional patterns is 6 elements, or preferably 12 or
30 for more significant patterns.
- they have only worked in terms of 2-dimensional structures (triangle. square,
star, etc.) whereas Fuller shows that it
is only when several of these are combined that 3-dimensional structures
emerge (of which the minimum system
is the tetrahedron, Le. 4 triangles).
- they have rarely considered distinctions
between elements (e.g. role differentiation) when it is precisely the" compression " or " tension" between distinct
functions which ensures the integrity of
'3-dimensional structures.

Functional basketweaving
It would seem that these experiments
have concealed the possibility of a breakthrough into a new kind of organization whether of individuals, groups, or of concepts (11). The (bi-modal) fashionable rejection of " systems" in favour of " networks.. has not led to the hoped for
breakthroughs - but, by interrelating the
two (i.e. a tri-modal approach) on the basis of selfbalancing, de-centralized, nonhierarchical patterns, a whole new field
opens up. We cannot develop further
through networks, currently characterized
by " flabbiness" - We need " tensed networks .. (12) to counter the many "networking diseases» (13). Fuller shows us
the possibilities for viable patterns.
So now we have an indication of the design possibilities for a particular spherical
"gear ... What we need to know more
about is the degree of functional (or role)
differentiation associated with a particular
pattern. How many distinct functions or
roles of what kind are required, or are likely to emerge 7 A viable pattern of functions bears a strong resemblance to a viable basketweave pattern with its counter-balancing properties integral to the
structure - hence the notion of " functional basket-weaving" (14)
But despite the possible attractiveness of
any particular pattern, we would lose all
the advantages of the" gearbox" flexibility if we allowed ourselves to be mesmerized by its properties. It would seem that
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the, qearbo/ " consists of spherical basket patlerns nested one within the other
and capable of " moving" independently
of each other An elegant model of this is
the traditional Chinese set of ivory spherical shells nested within one another (decoratively carved from a single ivory ball).
Fuller has explored some transformation
pathways which are what is required to
" change gear" between spherical shells
or pattel"ns. Another helpful analogy is the
ability of an American football team to
switch between plays, each play being
denoted by a number. What we need are
non-hierarchical organizations capable of
changing their fundamental operational
pattern according to circumstances, rather than organizations stuck in a, usually
hierarchical, patlern which can only be
modified superficially, if at all.

Conceptual birdcages
We have plunged into the futUle of comprehension in terms of the new functional
patterns for which there seems to be a
desperate need. But this action-oriented
approach must necessarily be complemented and sustained by a matching conceptual (or consciousness) development.
And this in turn should be reflected in the
organization of information systems (or
personal thought patterns, for that matter).
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In both cases what must be borne in mind
I', Ihe significance of the transition beyond
the 2-rlimenslonal representation of or'J'lrllz:ottions (chCirts) or intormation syst'''11S IlhHsauri and list structures) It is
this vital de-centralizing step into the third
dimension which provides an « energy receptacle " appropriate to the complexity
with which we are faced. Only by achieving this transition is the much needed synergy to be forthcoming.
Hence the term « conceptual birdcages"
- only by interweaving concepts in a special kind of non-linear way can we construct an environment which is habitable.
If it is not habitable the « bird" will escape
or die (remember the canary used by coal
miners), and any dependence on a taxidermist to portray a semblance of life merely becomes one symptom of the underlying problem. The essential living quality,
symbolized here by the bird, cannot be
.. captured alive" by the gross concepts
so widely employed to devitalize the activItitiS of others .. although, typically, in usIllq them we are seldom able to apply
them consistently to ourselves.
This living quality is alienated (crushed, or
torn apart) by the flat matrix structures by
which we attempt to organize our perceptions of the world and our actions therein (5). They do not provide the fundamentally significant "curvature" to
bound the necessary emptiness of an appropriate " container" (7, 11) - even one
to contain the flutterings of our directed
attention for any length of time. And the
mystics would suggest that we misunderstand the problem by inverting it (15). For
them, it is not a question of providing a
framework to keep the" bird" where we
want it. Rather it is a question of designing
a conceptual "cage" which will enable
us to relate to the integritty of the living
quality it enables us to perceive wherever
we then direct our attention. The « cage"
should then function as a kind of " aerial"
for a perception of life grounded in the
world of practical operational consideratlom". Any such grounding should not be
disdained, since it is presumably the" life
force" (whatever that may mean) which is
the ultimate driving force of our society
and life on this planet.
Further clarification of the complementarity between the " bloodless categories"
and the livingness they endeavour to emcompass, could prove fruitful. But even
without it, it would appear that from investigating the design of such " birdcages"
could emerge the kind of conceptual synergy which has been vainly sought in " interdisciplinarity ", and which is essential
ro the file designs of the information systems we now need for a complex living society (10).
To return to .the gearbox metaphor, it is
not a single cage-weave pattern which is
adequate to maintain our relationship to
the flow and immediacy of the Iivingness
to which we could respond. We need to be
able to transfer between patterns, as appropriate, without destroying the con nec-

tedness and continuity of awareness
which is the vital under-pinning of synergy
and synthesis. Again it is Fuller's indications which are valuable, and these may
be adapted to the three kinds of transformation we meet:
~

in response to cyclic or accidental
changes in the environment (operational changes)

- through growth according to a particular pattern (or set of patterns)
- through evolution into a new pattern (or
set of patterns).

The

«

Comprehension barrier»

It is strange that the problem of comprehension is seldom considered as basic to
whatever quantum change is required to
move society into a more successful
mode. What we have is various elites
maintaining their beliefs in the priority value of their respective mind-sets and the
conviction that" others" need to be educated, propagandized, or even brainwashed, into that Viewpoint - and then
" all will be well" in their brave new world.
This uses bi-modal thinking to ensure, by
eliminating variety, a world characterized
by uni-modal thinking. And yet is it not the
generation of variety which exemplifies
humanity and constitutes the ultimate
challenge to comprehension? But the
more different things and processes are,
the more difficult it is to comprehend both
their interrelatedness and the need to ensure the viability of niches within which
" species" can evolve without becoming
victims of their particular weakness or
strength.
Part of the optimism associated with the
ongoing evolution of mass communication
technology is due to the belief in the increasing power of choice which will be
offered to the individual- especially in the
case of sophisticated devices such as
computer conferencing. This avoids the
problem of the exponential increase in
available information and the fact that
man remains a slave to the linearity of information input and output (even as a
speed reader). Given such constraints, it
would be more beneficial to see the foreseeable future as effectively engendering
increasing ignorance - daily each of us is
effectively ignorant of more and more (to
the extent that it is now appropriate to investigate creatively whether "ignorance " has any characteristics to enable it
to de used as a social resource - one of
the very few which is increasing). Comprehending what to request is the more
fundamental problem, not the process of
retrieval from any information system, nor
comprenhending the response (4). The
systems envisaged do not penetrate my
comprehension barrier to the "better"
questions I "should" be asking. They
merely respond to the questions I can now
formulate, thus reinforcing my contextual
ignorance and the fragmentation of my
awareness.

Current optimism also happily ignores the
memorability of knowledge in the expectation that anything forgotten can be retrieved - but what if the pattern which
made the item significant is itself forgotten? Where and how are such patterns to
be stored and how are they to be ordered
for comprehension?
Ultimately this is a question of " concept
packing" which presumably is closely related to Fuller's concern with closestpacking and the symmetry effects to
which it can give rise under the most economic packing configurations (7).
It is these symmetry effects, emerging
from the patterned juxtaposition of elements, which ensure memory reinforcement and ultimately the synergistic properties of the pattern. This relates back to
the considerations of the "conceptual
birdcages" of the previous section, which
must necessarily be oj optimum memorability. The comprehension barrier is then
associated with the (in)ability to transfer
between nested patterns, particularly into
the more complex.
It is ironic, in the light of the" knowledge
explosion", that a central force of the
mass communications industry, namely
advertising, has as an axiom that only one
message at a time about a product should
be fired at the target audience. Considerable ingenuity is devoted to compacting
the essence of a concept into a simple
communicable form. Such is the "compacting pressure" and the need to energize the concepts in the eyes of the target
receiver, that it is this industry of the" superficial " which relies most on the esoter..
ic fundamentals of symbolism.
The challenge for the individual is not to
depend upon being" hit" by appropriate
uni-modal messages, but rather to find a
means of grasping semi-permanently,
within memory, multi-element configurations characterized by high variety and
complex relationship patterns. Abstract
coding schemes are inadequate because,
as those skilled in mnemotechniques
have shown, they leave little with which
the necessary imaginative power can
work (16). Hence the importance of symbols whose energy is constantly renewed
by the unconscious. The challenge is then
to find sets of such symbols which can be
used to encode complex relationship patterns (7,8). Even more desirable are symbol patterns in nested layers, or with layers of significance, between which the
possible transformation pathways are
themselves encoded.

Pathology of collective memory
Whilst individual memory skills may be
considered unimportant, there is the
strong possibility that we are witnessing
the rapid erosion of collective memory
skills through dependence on information
systems which reinforce uni-modal thinking. In these terms, it is possible that the
" learning capacity of nations" is effec-
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tively decreasing (17). The more complex
the pattern we need to comprehend in response to social conditions, the more difficult it is to make it communicable. If the
pattern cannot be collectively comprehended, then we cannot use it as a basis
for new patterns of collective organization
and, in terms of Ashby's Law, we must
then necessarily fail. What memorable
sets of symbols do cultures share, if any?
Is their encoding power being eroded, and
with what other diseases of collective
memory is this associated? (Is it perhaps
not a form of dyslexia which prevents us
from collectively comprehending the
" writing on the wall» ?) Can new symbol
sets be generated with the required characteri sties?

Conclusion
Things are not going well. There are fewsigns of cumulative improvement, and
there are few signs of widespread awareness of the gravity of the situation. And
there are even fewer indications as to how
we might usefully act in future, given the
track records of conventional approaches.
Collectively we accept childish risks
(arms race, etc.) and fail to consider the
nature and necessity of the risks of maturity. We hope naively for rejuvenation in a
unconstrained" eternal sumpmer time»,
and fail to recognize the ecological significance of death and "winter" as processes (5). Our collective comprehension
is in total disarray as a guide to local action. There is a " flat earth" quality to our
thinking about specialized functions in
« global» society - we have yet to render
communicable its «functional roundness" and all that follows from that in
terms of communication and map-making (1,3). Conceptually, we should be
moving out of the Age of the wheel, into
the Age of the Sphere. (*)
" Global thinking" today results in a linear list of action priorities (e.g. a development strategy) with little collective comprehension as to how such projects ought
to be interrelated or the consequences for
organization and information systems design. (Ironically, « global thinking" could
be interpreted in French as meaning
"wholistic thinking,,). We do not know
how to represent and comprehend the
complex patterns we need to communicate. Consequently « local action" stimulated by «global thinking" suffers from
the simplistic defects of the latter and is
hindered, rather than assisted, in the search for viable new patterns of action, Global thinking blocks local action by the devitalizing ersatz category patterns which

(") Beyond a non-contectual focus on projects (projectiles, objects, subjects, rejects etc.) into an awareness that for every" plus-ject " a counterbalancing
" minus-ject " necessarily emerges to maintain the
integrity of the non-dualistic whole within which we
are embedded

are employed - to which the vitality of initiative and risk taking are most vulnerable.
This paper suggests that breakthroughs
to new modes are possible if we recognize
that the barriers are those to the comprehension of increasingly complex patterns.
Families of inter-transformable patterns,
useful as conceptual «containers ", can
be indicated. The succession of comprehension barriers that stand as an individual and collective challenge to us can begin to be indicated.
And, by using appropriate symbol sets,
they and the possible transformation
pathways could be encoded in a memorable, communicable form. Such sets could
stimulate" local action" initiatives, especially if traditional local symbols can be
harnessed as vehicles for memory. They
could provide a sense of how to shift into
an appropriately "higher" or "lower"
conceptual gear to mesh with wider contexts. And, above all, they could catalyze
the local emergence of organization patterns appropriate to the vast un utilized human potential at the grass-roots level. A
major possibility is that such patterns
could facilitate risk-taking initiatives by
unemployed individuals - especially the
young - to form themselves into new kinds
of organization and thus create employment for themselves.
Man, in his expressions and behaviour,
uses a partially ordered lattice of complementary descriptive languages (18). This
was first pointed out in connection with
the context-sensitive logic of quantum
mechanics (19). It may prove to be the
case that the nested patterns discussed
here are each isomorphic representations
of a particular lattice of sub-linguistic systems which could characterize a particular pattern of functionally differentiated organization. Perhaps it is no coincidence
that these perceptions have proved relevant to studies of the most successful
communication vehicle (at least timewise), namely the 4000-year-old Hindu
songs of the Rg Veda, whose organization
and symbolism seem to model the comprehension problem we face (8) : « When
language is grounded on a tone system<
as in the Rg Veda, then the immediate result is a plurality of systems; that is a language which we can only speak through
sub-linguistic systems... Language, in the
above sense, is only to be reached as a
viewpoint gained through the activity of
contrasting perspectives... Rg Vedic
man .. cherished the multitude of possibilities open to him too much to freeze himself into one dogmatic posture... Any perspective (tone) must be« sacrificed" for a
new one to come into being; the song is a
radical activity which requires innovation
while maintaining continuity, and the
« world" is the creation of the singer, who
shares its dimensions with the song...
Man is at the centre of his own activity,
creating and recreating himself in relation
to how efficiently he climbs or descends
the contextual multiplicity within which he

constantly operates... In a language ruled
by the criteria of sound, perspectives, the
change of perspectives and vision, stand
for what musicologists call «modulation ". (18, p 31,57,182,187, 192\.
Maybe «we" should be thinking less
about how an action button (including the
button) gets pushed, and more in terms of
the kinds of patterns which can guide the
use of modulating buttons on a musical
synthesizer. Such patterns are readily accessible to comprenhension, unlike patterns developed linearly in papers of this
kind.
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THE TERRITORY CONSTRUED AS A MAP
- in search of radical design innovations
in the representation of human activities and their relationships (').

Introduction
This paper explores the possibility of a
new approach to the representation of
any complete ranges of human activity or
concern. The justification for doing so has
been discussed elsewhere (1, 2, 3). The
intention is to provide a much improved
overview of their degree of relationship
and a feel for the dynamics between them.
A particular concern is to reflect adequately the degree of lack of relationship,
indifference, mutual irrelevance, or distortion of perspective characteristic between
those active in such different fields.
The tentative nature of these investigations must be stressed. At this time it appears that three distinct approaches must
be clarified. Then, by interrelating them
and allowing each to modify the interpretations to which the others give rise, a basis for the new representation sought
emerges.
The prime concern here is not one of logic
or rigour since, to the extent that these
have been called for, they have been utilized in more conventional responses to
the problem (e.g. classification schemes,
general system theories, world models,
etc.). Rather the concern is to provide a
convenient, comprehensible representation - capable of embodying all the detail
and precision required - which will provoke reflexion, discussion at many levels,
and feedback on the perceived relationships between the fields represented. The
concern is to create a communication tool
to fulfil a need not met by conventional explanations, information frameworks and
systems. Given that the conventional approaches are unable to provoke their users into formulating better (as opposed to
more precise) questions, the tool sought
should enable users to formulate those
questions for which they did not know that
they needed the answers.
The three approaches are examined separately in Parts 1 to 3 below. In Part 4
their interrelationship is explored.

Part 1 : Ordering distinctions
In this approach the point of departure is
the concept of a complete range of human
activity or concern, namely a totality which
is divided up by making distinctions,
whether in a series or nested. Aspects of
this question have been explored else-
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where (1), especially the relationship of
the act of distinguishing to cognition.
Two much used representations of such
breakdowns are the list and the matrix.
(a) List: A list does not order the relationships between its elements except in
relation to nested sub-lists or in the
case of a list in series form. This does
not imply that such relationships are
lacking, merely that they cannot be
reflected in the list form. Note that a
list is in fact a series of " points », but
it is not necessary to conceive of it as
such. The points could be represented as areas on a surface. It is only in
the matrix that the manner in which
the total area is cut up becomes explicit.
(b) Matrix: The cells of a matrix may be
thought of as sub-areas of the area
representing the totality which the
matrix attempts to reflect. The sub-areas are of course positioned with respect to column and row communalities. It is now interesting to ask why
the area is bounded in such a limiting
manner. For the rectangular/square
form is one of the simplest. It provides
a (paned) "window» through which
the totality may be perceived. But it
raises questions about the" wall» in
which the window is set and the position of the observer in relation to the
observed on the other side of the window.
Now to the extent that the matrix is
complete in its coverage, there really
should not be any" wall ». The matrix
should in such cases in effect" wrap
around» the observer; all is window
and nothing is implict, unexplicated or
excluded. If this is not so then the wall
should be conceived as wrapping
around the observer, possibly with
other windows corresponding to other
partial views of the external totality to
which the observer may turn his attention.
From this point of view the conventional two dimensional matrix raises
the question of the conceptual significance of crossing the encompassing
boundary. It is irrational and unmeaningful because the «wall" is unrecognized. There is almost a flavour of
danger of " failing over the edge" as
sailors feared with the early "flat
earth" models (quaintly conceived in
the East as supported on the back of
a primordial elephant or tortoise).
If it is assumed that the matrix is complete, then it should be possible to re-

present it without such an arbitrary
external boundary. If the external
boundary is eliminated then the matrix takes the form of a closed surface
(wrapped around the observer). By
what procedure can a two-dimensional matrix be so modified and to what
does it give rise?
Consider a 2-by-2 matrix. The simplest symmetrical figure which retains
the same number of areas is the tetrahedron. It provides four «windows» on the external universe for
any observer positioned within.
The continuity of surface area of the three
dimensional figure emphasizes any functional continuity between the aspects associated with the individual sub-areas or
facets (the" panes "). But at the same
time it drawn attention to the discontinuities between the areas associated with
the edges. They are not smooth transitions but are marked by sharp angles. It
may then be asked (if reality is continuous
in contrast to our conceptions thereof)
whether such a representation suggests
others which would reflect a lesser degree
of discontinuity between aspects. And indeed there are, for the greater the number
of symmetrically disposed surface areas
(" panes,,), the larger the angle between
adjacent areas and the closer the approximation to a continuous surface, namely a
spheroid.
However, the greater the number of distinct areas (whatever they signify), the
more difficult it is to comprehend the totality with any precision. The patterning of
the surface area may be readily scanned
but it is only through the" distorted discontinuities» of the most unspherical
figures that it may be grasped to any degree.
A compromise may be considered however. Even a tetrahedron may be projected
onto a circumscribed sphere. This cuts up
the surface of the sphere into four (spherically) triangular areas. More complex figures would of course result in more complex patterns on the surface of the sphere.
The challenge is of course to maintain
continuity but the realities of the discontinuities between extant conceptual
frameworks may suggest that any such
goal is idealistic. Disturbing factors are:
(a) Unequal development: Clearly a particular cell of a matrix may itself be
broken down into more sub-cells than
is yet possible with its neighbours.
Such differences would be reflected
in the surface patterning of the associated sphere. (The intermediate
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three-dimensional figure would of
course be asymmetrical to a corresponding degree).
(b) Gaps' Assuming that the original matnx was incomplete to the extent of
missmg one row, for example, then its
" presence" could be Indicated by an
appropria te number of (shaded) areas
on the surface of the sphere - if their
" a~)sence ,. from the total pattern had
been rema rked of cou rse.
(C) Zones Assuming that originally there
were two or more unrelated matrices
which each encompassed aspects of
the reality to which an observer could
be sensitive. then their representation
on the sphere surface would give rise
to patterned non-contiguous zones
separated by unmarked (shaded) areas reflecting the discontinuity between them. (The rules for projecting
the plurality of intermediate three-dimensional figures onto the surface
would be more complex than before).
The manner in which these disturbing factors are handled indicates the freedom
associated with this representational approach. Clearly distinct matrices could either give rise to distinct spheres or could
be incorporated onto a single sphere as
non-contiguous zones (case c). On the
other hand, the possible articulation into
many nested levels of a particular cell in a
matrix (case a), could be handled by representing the latter on a separate sphere
if the totality of its special perspective
needed to be stressed. List elements, represented by areas (see above). could be
disposed around the surface of a sphere
on the basis of a projection of a three-dimensional figure with the appropriate
number of sides. If the list was not" complete " then gaps in the spherical surface
would be required (case b).

Pattern of contiguity
In a matrix it is clear how the cells relate
to one another. Once the boundary is eliminated, however, the question of what is
contiguous to what is raised. Also in a
two-dimensional matrix there are two
types of contiguity (row and column) between cells. But, considering the simple
example of a 2-by-2 matrix transformed
into Cl tetrahedral surface, the validity of
ju.<taposing particular areas may be questioned.
(a) Enantiodromia: A strong objection
that may be made to juxtaposing cells
at opposite boundaries of a matrix is
that they obviously reflect extreme
poles of distinction. And yet there is
much to suggest the intimate relationship of extremes (4). Whether it is the
French phrase" les extremes se touchent ", traditional Chinese concepts
of the continuous transformation from
yin into yang and vice versa, or the
classical Greek dramatic notion of enantiodromia (*), in all cases there is a
functional continuity which the matrix
(') TS. Eliot, The Four Quartets. "We shall not cease
from exploration. And the end of all our exploring, will be
to arnve where we started, And know the place for the
first time"

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

form conceals. On the other hand the
matrix itself may be missing rows
and/or columns, in which case juxtaposition would be inappropriate.
Valency: In a two-dimensional matrix,
all cells have a valency of 4 (neglecting the boundary question discussed
above). The better known three-dimensionill closed figures may have
surface elements of valency 3, 4, 5, 6,
8 and 10, although not all combinations are possible this implies a greater richness than can be adequately
captured by a matrix, and a richness
whose continuity is maintained in its
projection onto a spherical surface.
Linkage lines: In a two-dimensional
matrix, the links between cells of the
same row or column are clear. Such
strings of areas may also be present
on the three-dimensional closed figures, although partial strings are
then also feasible.
Matrix projection: Although it is acceptable to portray a map of the globe
as a "matrix» of latitude/longitude
cells, despite the distortion, a less
distorted representation is achieved
by using other projections which depart from the rectilinear mode. These
clarify to different degrees the time relationship between the areas as projected from the position of the observer. It is possible that representation
of matrices could benefit from being
seen in this light.
Complementarity: In some matrices,
complementary pairs of cells are evident. Such complementarity may be
even more evident in the symmetry of
three-dimensional closed figures, in
relation to the points raised in Part 2.

Part 2 : Complementary
The three-dimensional closed figures discussed in Part 1 are ideal abstractions in
an important sense distinct from that already mentioned. It is a fact that all but the
simplest structures (not excluding the
cube, for example) are not of themselves
stable. If the vertices play no structurally
stabilizing role they collapse. Intuitively
this suggests the importance of attention
to design techniques which could ensure
the inherent stability of structures conforming to such patterns.
These problems have been extensively investigated by Buckminster Fuller and
others. Their relevance to the concerns of
this paper have been discussed elsewhere (5,6,7).
Of special relevance is the concept of
counterbalancing counteracting forces as
a basis for maintaining the pattern in
question. This is achieved through tensegrity structures. It suggests that complementary opposed factors should be
specially positioned in relation to one another. This pattern of contraints may be
used to design a spherically symmetrical
representation (5).

Part 3 : Comprehensible code
In this approach the concern is to make
use of some surface which can be suitably

" coded» to provide" hooks» O.lto which
concepts can be " hung" in such a way as
to facilitate comprehension of the patterns as a whole. The emphasis is therefore on providing a trigger for memory and
comprehension. This preoccupation has a
long history going back to the Greeks, and
possibly the Egyptians, as reported by
Francis Vates (8). It is only comparatively
recently in the 17th century that it went
out of favour with the western scientific
revolution and the widespread use of paper as a crutch for memory. There is little
current concern with memory (particularly
with the increasing number of information
services and references tools) other than
in the form of gimmicks to meet the challenge of examination, or in relation to
speed reading etc. On the other hand
these gimmicks, current investigations of
memory prodigies, and the reports of the
ancient art, all emphasize the importance
of suitable" hooks ». The relation to comprehension, as exemplified by the Eastern
practice of the mandala (9), is discussed
elsewhere (1)
A recent paper proposes the use of a
sperical surface to model the body of
knowledge and its development (10). The
concern did not extend to problems of
comprehension. As Vates reports, this del1Jands the use of" hooks" which usefully
trigger the imagination through non-intellectual processes, however irrational and
unsystematic they may appear. Thus favoured "surfaces» included building
complexes which enabled some to use
over 120,000 memory locations in a structured comprehensible relationship to one
another. The production of a suitable representation can be seen as a problem of
design, namely a series of decisions
about the relationship between form and
content (11). This involves a struggle for a
" best fit ». As the design is "firmed up"
to completion, its value as a tool for improved comprehension becomes increasingly apparent.
As a design problem, any initial attempts
are bound to contain many weaknesses.
These could however be progessively reduced following experience with the representation, discussion and feed-back.
Part of the merit of this approach (for
some at least) lies in reflecting on the design problem itself and the disciplined
pattern of decisions which need to be
made. It is likely that there are several alternative patterns which could lead to
equally useful and thought provoking results.

Design decisions
1. Decision 1
The surface used for the representation
shall be a spherical one. This has the merit of built-in continuity which, through the
absence of a boundary, does not give undue privilege to any position on the surface. Being finite and rounded it has a certain "graspable " quality; the form of the
whole is intuitively comprehensible as a
gestalt. This quality is absent from conventional tabular (or matrix) presenta-
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tions which provide an abstract framework lacking any focus for comprehension. The same is true of more complex
surfaces (although there are merits to the
use of a torus, for example).

the problems of label words at this level of
abstraction (1). It is not a question of adequate definition, because this simply introduces the vicious circle of the definition
of the words used in any definition, etc, ignoring the question of comprehension.
The words used here are therefore to be
considered as pointers only. The basic
distinction is between what can be comprehended (by the reader/observer) as
common to what is denoted by the labels
in each of the following lists:

Decision 2
The surface shall be broken up into a pattern of two interweaving forms: «land"
and « water". Clearly a uniform surface
would not provide any « grip» for the imagination. Simply inscribing a regular latitude/longitude grid pattern would also
stress the abstract and alienate the imagination. The land-and-water coding appeals to the imagination because of the
widespread familiarity with the terrestrial
globe, Its various surface features, and
their relationship to the observers own location and those of others of whom he is
aware. It has an organic quality which is
encountered in fictional fantasy worlds (et
Tolkien), science fiction, or humour (see
Fig. 1 and 2; are they conceived as continents on a «flat earth ", and if so, why?;
how distant are they from each other ?).

«land»
rational
intellectual
conscious
order
recognized
« left brain"
yang
« practical"
expressed
etc.

«water»
irrational
emotional
unconscious
disorder
unrecognized
« right brain"
yin
« impractical"
repressed
etc

Fig. 4 Geodesic sub-division of a sphere.

This is not in any way meant to suggest
that one is « better" than the other, just
as it would be ridiculous to suggest that
land is better than water.

Decision 3
Decision 4

The two-fold distinction on the surface
shall be used to carry the basic two-fold
distinction in human activity and concerns. Here 'care is required because of
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tions and &3sociated symbol manipulation, rather than" chemistry» as a body of
knowledge; praying rather than prayer;
etc. This removes the need to consider
subjects which are not associated with a
pattern of activity, and renders other subjects subordinate to the pattern of activity
with which they are associated. It is a
move from a noun-focus to a verb-focus
(and is thus more process oriented). Subsequent investigation may suggest that
this decision should focus more on the notion of the" body of knowledge ,. rather
than" activity performance ». Revision of
the design sequence would then be required or the advantages of an alternative
design considered. It is possible that
some mixed notion (" disciplined order» ?) would be preferable whose specification might itself raise problems of labelling, definition and comprehension.
The "fields of human activity» denoted
by the land masses could be interpreted
to include: walking, hating, philosophy,
economics, welding, chemistry, drama,
meditation, etc. They could have been
restricted to intellectual disciplines (12),
or more broadly to occupations (13). They
could have been extend to types of role.
Only by further investigation will the implications of this design decision become
apparent.
There is an obvious design problem of determining which level of" human activity»
is to be mapped by the surface areas
themselves and which levels could be
more appropriately indicated by (a) features on those areas, whether" natural»
or "artificial », or (b) by "natural» or
other activities occuring on or over such
surfaces, or (c) by making use of one or
more other spherical surfaces (a point
raised in Part 1). This question will be considered in Part 4.
Decision 5
It follows from Decisions 3 and 4, that the
water masses shall be used to represent
human activity which is not" consciously» and" rationally» ordered in the manner associated with land masses. A land
mass split by a body of water, would thus
be used to represent an " irrational» discontinuity in an ordered approach. The
distinctions implied by the size and nature
of the body of water (ocean, inland sea,
lake, river, marsh, stream, etc) will need to
be clarified by subsequent design decisions even if their possibilities can be intuited at this point.
Two basic design problems must be faced
at this point namely:
(a) the determination of the relative size
of any land mass or body of water,
even if attention is restricted to surface area.
(b) the disposition of the land or water areas in relation to one another; the
pattern they constitute on the surface
of the sphere.
At this point it is necessary to draw together the threads emerging from the
three approaches and to return to insights
from Parts 1 and 2.

Part 4 : Integration
The conceptual procedure whereby a matrix is formulated gives rise to cells of
" equal importance» or " weight ». By this
is meant that each category (cell) is
equally distinct from the other categories
(cells). Of course, if some quantitative
measure is attached to the cells than
there will be inequalities. But these may
be considered secondary (at least for the
moment).
Using the argument of Part 1, the matrix
categories may be given equal" land» areas (in Part 3) on the surface of a sphere,
at least as a first approximation. If the matrix attempted to reflect all fields of human
activity (see Fig. 3, for example), then this
could be considered an indication of the
desired subdivision of the spherical surface. The relationship of the matrix cells
might also be considered an adequate indication of the disposition of the areas on
the surface.
This procedure of course presupposes
that:
(a) the matrix is complete,
(b) all activity is rationally ordered
(c) the relationships between such activities are rationally ordered.
The current lack of relationships between
the natural sciences, or with the social
sciences, the humanities, or other modes
of activity shows the weakness of this
presupposition and the difficulty which
would be encountered in formulating such
a matrix. Even classification science, by
definition neutral to the variety of fields of
activity, generates a variety of competing
matrices (although they are usually lists).
In fact Fig. 3 constitutes the most recent
effort to cover the complete range with a
minimum of distortion. But of course it is
not designed to highlight the hiatus, in the
minds of the practitioners, between the
different fields. One may also ask what
aspects of human activity are omitted
from a" subject field" matrix with its built
in emphasis on the study mode.
In the light of Part 3 therefore, "water»
areas are likely to be evident along the

discontinuities between the areas on the
spherical surface. However this does not
imply a regular pattern of " canals », for
the degree of hiatus will vary between different " land» areas, giving rise to anything in width between a river and an
ocean. On the other hand, some possible
lines of hiatus will be eliminated as a result of the rational binding together of two
areas (e.g. where a suitable paradigm ensures the appropriate meshing). Furthermore, a large category (e.g. a particular
science) may be fragmented by a "network of waterways» into sub-areas due
to the mutual hostility between its constituent schools of thought.
The question is then does the Part 1
procedure suggest a means of decomposing the surface further to delineate
where discontinuities may arise between
sub-categories. There is in fact a well-developed technique for doing so. This is the
geodesic subdivision of the surface of a
sphere (Fig. 4). It may be used to decompose the surface as finely as is required
by the (ability to " resolve conceptually»
the) presence of nested sub-categories in
a given zone (and not necessarily in another). It may be based on many of the
three-dimensional figures to which the
Part 1 procedure gives rise.
'Fhese steps indicate that it is possible to
depart from the" simplistic .. ideal subdivision of the spherical surface and to respond to local variations. But the areas so
delineated, however small, are still
bounded by " straight» lines (i.e. on the
curved surface). It is a valuable indication
(preserving the classificatory precision of
Part 1) but lacks the organic quality
sought in Part 3.
However, consider the ideal boundaries of
the areas decomposed as in Fig. 5. If a given boundary is "eroded» by the encroachment of some irrational element,
this may be indicated by selective removal
of the smallest sub-areas, thus resulting
in a ragged, "realistic coastline". This
raises the question of how to determine
with precision which such areas to switch
from land to water.

The world was spinning like the most delicately tinted of bubbles, all light. It was the mind of
humanity that I saw, but this was not at all to be separated from the animal mind which married
and fused with it everywhere. Nor was it a question of higher or lower... I watched a pulsing swirl
of all being, continually changing, moving, dancing, a controlled impelled dance, held within its
limits by its nature, and part of this necessity was the locking together of the inner pattern in light
with the other world of stone, leaf, flesh and ordinary light...
And on this map or plan that showed how myriads of ridiculously self-important identities were
reduced to a few, was another, different, but, in some places, matching pattern, of a stronger,
rarer light (or sound) that varied and pulsed and changed like the rest but connected direct, made
a link and a bridge, a feeding channel, between fhe outer (or inner, according to how one looked
at it) web of thought or feeling, the pulsating bubble of subtle surrounding colour. and the solid
earthy watery globe of Man. Not only a link or a bridge merely, since this strand of humanity was
open like so many vessels open to the rain, but part of the shimmering web of fluid joyful being,
which was why the scurrying, hurrying, scrabbling, flighting, restless, hating, wanting little
patches of humanity, the crusts of lichen or fungi growing here and there on the globe, the sea's
children, were, in spite of their distance from the outer shimmering web, nevertheless linked with
it always, since at every moment the glittering tension of singing light flooded into them, into the
earthy globe, beating on its own delicious pulse of joy and creation.
Doris Lessing, Briefing for a Descent into Hell
(New York, Alfred A Knopf)
" Motto" of the volume by : Erich Jantsch and CH Waddinglon (Ed). Evolution and Consciousness; human systems in transition
(Reference 15).

On the other hand, the encroachment may
be that of a neighbouring field of activity
which" incorporates" a sub-area across
the original boundary into its own domain.
This opens the possibility to the indication
of a (" political ,,) switch of allegiance or
empire building, neither of which is foreign
to the dynamics between disciplines, for
example.
Despite these possibilities however some
nagging questions remain. They may be illustrated by imagining that in the absence
of the conventional global map information was nevetheless available on all the
land masses. This could be presented in
list or matrix form. Despite the lack of any
global perspective, inhabitants of the land
masses could be consulted on their relationships with neighbouring territories
and the barrier constituted by any intervening body of water. The problem is how
to solve the question of scale, distance
and direction on the basis of such interviews. How can any group associated with
a particular pattern of activity be objective
about the relative size of the land surface
by which the activity is denoted? There
would be an obvious tendency to inflate
the importance of that with which one was
familiar and, unless menaced by it, to diminish that of which one disapproved or
was misinformed (even to the point of
declaring its existence to be a " pure fantasy of fevered minds,,). In this light, any
map in likely to be the subject of considerable controversy (if in fact the procedure is held to be of any merit).
It may in future be possible to respond to
this difficulty and provide a rational basis
for positioning the boundaries between
fields of activity and this is considered in
Part 5. At this point some available indicators may be considered as a guide to refining a map in terms of size of surface areas as a measure of relative importance.
A number of possibly indicators are available:
- occupational statistics
- educational statistics by discipline or
occupation
- funds associated with sectors of economic activity
- documents associated with particular
" subjects" or disciplines.
But, however these might be used to obtain some first approximation to relative
importance, they fail to detect the more
prevalent types of activity e.g. walking,
cafe activity, love-making, etc. These are
better recorded by time-budget data
where available. However time-budget
categories would prove inadequate to the
task of distinguishing the variety of human activities which emerge from the data
above.
Both types of data would fail to distinguish
between the various patterns of activity
often associated with different kinds of
social grouping (e.g. organizations) or cultural group (e.g. communities). Clearly a
variety of sources would have to be used
to obtain a rough indication of surface areas as a stimulus to feedback.
A second question concerns overlapping
patterns of activity (e.g. an occupation

which involves walking, which is itself also
a leisure activity). Here the overriding or
determining pattern must be considered
to take precedence.
This however brings up a further question.
If the relative land surface approximations
are based on some indicator like world
man-hours per year per activity, some
very basic activities might acquire undesirable prominence on the total surface
(e.g. sleeping, food consumption, etc.).
One approach, if desired, is to use a logarithmic relationship between man-hours
and surface area. But would this destroy
the desirable iconic value of such a map?
With regard to the degree of relationship
between land areas, it should be possible
to make some use of citation analysis.
Clearly the frequency of citation of papers
in neighbouring fields would be high. A
frequency analysis could then lead to a
suitable pattern of juxtaposition of fields.
Of course citation information is only
available for certain fields of activity and
covers only a few publications, but it could
nevertheless provide some valuable
(<< quantifiable ») guidance particularly for
the natural and social sciences. Possibly
an analogous " citation» approach could
be developed on the basis of a rigorous interview technique in order to cover other
fields.
The preceding paragraphs are an indication of design problems to be confronted
in the light of different kinds of information
available. It is appropriate to view this
problem in terms of the probable confusion in the minds of the early cartographers confronted on the one hand with religious and philosophic (ideal) models of
the structure of the world, and on the other
with a jumble of facts, opinions and rumours based on travellers and investigators with different kinds of axe to grind.

Part 5 : Transformations
This investigation has so far clarified a
number of aspects of the design problem.
Attempts at producing crude maps could
be made. But it is possible that, by plunging further into the implications of the
spherical framework, some useful insights
and clues may be obtained to improve
map design. That is the aim of this Part,
which raises questions without necessarily supplying adequate answers.
Given the distinct land masses of Part 4,
one may ask what "spreads» or
" stretches» any such field of activity over
the spherical surface to its boundary. Why
is « mathematics" in one part and" art "
in another?
Suppose that each such field could be
defined in terms of different combinations
of a limited number of distinct "elements » of perception or cognition. Then
how many elements are required at a minimum to enable the complete range of activity fields to be specified? What kinds of
elements and combinations are we talking
about? And how does this relate to the
geometry of the sphere?
It is important to note that in denoting a
field of activity by an area, this opens up
possibilities which are absent when it is

defined as a point - as in a list, a classification scheme, or even a matrix (where a
" cell" is in effect a point in an array).
Such a field may be conceived as composed of points with a common characteristic. But towards any boundary ofthe field
the " strain» increases on the specifications of the point in terms of the common
characteristic (exemplified by the more
central points of that field). The boundary
is the location where the points shift allegiance to minimize the strain.
This suggests that the land mass denotation of field of activity reflects very adequately the crudity and rigidity of CO'1ventional conception of such activities. It
corresponds to the Aristotelian either/or
approach. The possibility that there might
be some functional continuity across such
boundaries is excluded. Attempts can
made to extend the boundary of a field to
encompass a neighbouring field, but the
possibility that the nature of the field
changes as one moves over it is excluded.
Although in fact, as with border cultures
anywhere, the activities on each side of
the border may have more in common
than with their respective central positions. This of course makes a matrix representation crude and unsubtle Also information must be placed in either one cell
or another, but not between.
Expressed in term of the sphere, it would
be much better to be able to indicate the
type of activity by some function of the position of a point on the sphere. Transition
from point to point would then give functional continuity emphasizing continuous
« transformation" from one activity to another. The «artificial» regrouping of
points into areas to which a conventional
label is attached, and the emergence of
discontinuities between areas, would
then be understood as arising from an inability to handle such functional continuity
- an inability with which we are obliged to
live. (There is a temptation to think of such
artificial areal rigidifications as conceptual "tectonic plates" floating slowly
around on an underlying semi-fluid continuous magma which wells up at the discontinuities... or as «macrons» (14)).
If this line is followed further, it may be
asked how points might be defined in
these terms. What function or coordinate
scheme could be used to " spread" the
complete range of activity "elements"
over the spherical surface? Is it, for example, possible to use any 4-fold scheme
(e.g. Jung, Parsons, etc) such that from a
given point moving "north", "south ",
" east" or « west" moves one to activities with a greater amount of « quality A ",
" B", «C » or « D " respectively?
Clearly it would be Important to avoid being trapped by any particular 4-fold
scheme which effectively stresses the qualities characteristic of the field of activity
within which it was formulated. Rather the
principle of a 4-fold scheme would be accepted and the challenge of determining
what content emerges from a 4-fold cut
could be faced. This problem is discussed
elsewhere (1). Basically the difficulty is
one of avoiding the labelling tendency, the
assumptions associated with labelling,
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the tendency to premature conceptual
closure, and the problem of comprehension. From this emerges the possibility of
taking whatever can be comprehended
(without labelling) by the reader/observer
as common to a wide range of 4-fold cuts.
This is unconfortable because of the elusive quality such as is found in the significance attached by Chinese philosophical texts to "north", "south", "east"
and "west" (16) (*). On the other hand
labels may be attached for convenience,
although the challenge to comprehension
should be stressed whenever possible.
The geometry of a sphere also suggests a
more elegant scheme namely in terms of
radial coordinates. This effectivily transforms "north/south" and "east/west"
into two angular measures. The challenge
to comprehension of enantiodromia (see
above) has of course to be faced. The relationship between angle and meaning
has been explored by several authors (17, 18, 19) but the conclusions are
at best tentative; much remains to be
done.
It should not however be forgotten that the
purpose of this exercise is to obtain an
adequate «conceptual surface". The
sphere has comprehensible characteristics but by choosing it, it is immediately
necessary to allow more complex phenomena (which are distorted by a spheric
representation) to be projected onto it.
The consequence is a necessary loss of
(simplistic) neatness, emphasizing the
value of the "realistic organic" map of
Part 3. But the line of investigation can be
extended further (without losing the link
back to Part 3 and 4) by confronting the
problem of different levels of abstraction
and comprehension. It remains a design
decision as to the level of abstraction at
which the "fields of activity" are conceived and allowed to " impact" on the
surface of the sphere. But what happens
to the levels which are less abstract or
more abstract, once such a decision is
made? Where do they get" put" ? Those
which are less abstract may perhaps be
allowed to "affect" the topography and
geography of the sphere, and such design
possibilities are briefly discussed in
Part 6. Those which are more abstract and
less comprehensible may possibly be projected into the socio-cultural life which
could be designed onto the sphere. This
approach is not considered further in this
paper. Although it could be very meaningful as a communication tool and provides
a rationale for the tendency to use cartoon, fictional and legendary characters to
illustrate psycho-social dynamics. An alternative is to nest a number of other
spheres concentrically within that already
discussed, according to the number of levels of abstraction it is desired to repres-

(*) Note that, even more than in the West, the Chinese
emphasize the areal as well as the directional character. This suggests a transformation from the .. compass" circle representation to the spherical arcal which
would create zones such as «north west", «south
south east .. to whatever level of detail was required.
How they would be located as areas on the sphere remains to be explored.

ent. With this approach, the most abstract
(Le. most central) sphere would reflect a
minimum number of distinctions whose
relationships would be relatively clear and
simple, but whose content would constitute a challenge to comprehension and
would be impossible to define or label satisfactorily (1). At other levels, comprehension and labelling would be less of a
challenge but the relationship pattern
would be increasingly complex and difficult to define or to comprehend as a totality. Consider the successive shells of the
I Ching elements with 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and
64 components (16). The patterning of
the latter is very complex, in fact one is reminded of the Chladni standing wave interference patterns (20).
If any more abstract spherical shells were
omitted, their content and its relationships
would have to be projected onto whatever
less abstract shells were retained in the
representation, or be left as "uncaptured" by it. Such projections would of
course tend to complexify the patterning.
Note that some clues to comprehending
the nature of such a representation may
be obtained by reflex ion on the successive electron shells of atoms and the patterning of " orbital clouds ". This is an impressive conceptual model of the relationships between successive levels of distinction. It is possible to see how many levels are required before N distinctions
have been effectively made, namely how
many levels are required before N distinct
concepts can be effectively represented (1). The representation/comprehension problem of this shell approach has,
interestingly enough, been confronted in
the problem of representing the complete
range of colours. Not only does Johannes
Itten (21) suggest that the complete
range can be represented by points
throughout a sphere (defined by latitude
and longitude), but he chooses to consider the basic colours as regrouped into 62
zones on the surface of the sphere (5 x 12,
plus 2 Polar zones of black and white), He
also chooses to consider the remaining
colours as grouped in 3 inner shells. The
whole scheme is structured so that complementary and contrasting colours are
immediately evident. He also indicates the
complexity and richness arising from colour « chords" of 2, 3, 4 or 6 tones based
on the apexes of (three-dimensional) figures inscribed within the colour sphere
(cf. Part 1).It is interesting that the representation of the range of colours is not yet
understood or accepted, and that the analogous problem for sounds, odours,
tastes and textures in far from being
solved.
Whilst the shell approach was, ironically,
much favoured by traditional religious philosophers (whether concerned with the
structure of the cosmos or of man) and
does have iconic merit due to its spheric
symmetry, it nevertheless poses serious
problems to comprehension. The same information can be represented by "deconcentricating " the shells and treating
each as a planet in orbit around a central
sun (presumably not a binary star i). The
approach of Part 3 and 4 can then be ap-

plied to each independently in terms of the
content of the level of abstraction decided. The structural richness of the solar
system model, with which there is increasingly widespread familiarity, provides
conceptual «hooks" on which to hang
even more of the dynamics it is desired to
capture in a representation. Clearly the
planets must move in orbit, they must
spin, etc. These stabilizing characteristics, which have traditionally constituted
severe obstacles to comprehension, are
even more difficult to comprehend in the
shell model (electron" spin ", etc.). They
also raise interesting questions about the
adequacy of a simple spherical representation without « spin" (implying" poles ",
" diurnality " etc,) or « revolution" (implying "seasons,,) around a central predominating «function ". Clearly it is not
adequate simply to use separata and unrelated spherical models to represent different sets of functions at different levels
of abstraction (as is the conventional approach of disciplines concerned with different levels of abstraction). There is a responsibility (whose ?) to show their relationship by some means. The solar system model is structurally rich (*) and, ironically again, has been used traditionally to
relate different functions (e.g. gods, qualitjes and planets) to facilitate comprehension by the populace.
Hopefully it is now clearer how the design
problems might be compartmentalized
and structured. The design objective is to
provide a representation within which one
could structure one's thinking according
to the level of abstraction at which one
wished to function. This would not ~re
vent, but rather encourage, considera.ion
of the perspective at other levels of abstraction as appropriate.

Part 6 : Mapping kit
It is to be hoped that Parts 3, 4 and 5 have
given a better understanding of how
«conceptual markers" might be used
within some" terrestrial" or " solar" representation. It should be apparent that a
step by step design approach is possible
with many options. Many of the options
can be designed into the representation
without necessarily asserting themselves
aggressively on the attention of the observer/user - who may be as sensitive or
insensitive to the variety and complexity
as are people with regard to their ordinary
environment.
The stage is therefore set for the design
team to create a world in which the familiar elements used in the representation
are interrelated in a manner which reflects, as much as possible, what is understood of the relationships and characteristics of the psycho-social phenomena
they denote. The design team may put into
the design" kit ", for use as " conceptual
markers ", as many features of the" real
world" as are considered useful in carry-

r) Even greater richness can of course be obtained by
using a .. gaiaxy " structure as a basis for a representation, as discussed elsewhere (22).
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ing an understanding of what needs to be
represented The design challenge is to
« feel out » the iconicity of different design
options. A major difficulty is to resolve
problems of level of abstraction and to determine where to «put .. certain phenomena (e.g. as a geological, climatic, or
social feature, or on a separate planet). A
" poor .. design would have the doubtful
value of a literary metaphor. A "good»
design would be highly isomorphic and
would raise interesting questions. How
isomorphic and how iconic it is possible to
be remains to be discovered. The design
problem is as much art as it is science,
and that is how it should be to result in a
significant representation (for the absence of either leaves us where we now
stand).
It is interesting to reflect on how many distinctions and relationships are built into
any conventional concept of the world and
our labelling of its elements and processes (on the basis of education or experience). Of course part of the design
problem here is matched in the different
concepts of the world held in nonwestern
cultures and languages. This does not
prevent communication, however much it
is distorted, but it disguises heavily the
subtle differences in understanding (1).
In Fig. 6 some indication is given of the
variety of features which could be considered in the design. It is worth bearing in
mind the procedures used to interrelate
objectively such features in the "real
world» (e.g. topography and triangulation
surveying). The stages and processes by
which such techniques were discovered,
and to consider the extent to which analogous problems are not to be faced in designing or understanding the representation.
Fig. 6 Metaphonc mappIng features
continent
wind
mountain (chain) storm
peninsula
flood (plain)
island
desert
watershed
swamp
valley
jungle
plateau
grassland
ocean
forest
strait
sea
estaury
river

Part 7 : Practical possibilities
Their have been a number of experiments
which can be considered in the direction
of producing" conceptual maps ". A basic
distinction must be drawn between those
which are point-oriented and those which
are area-oriented. In the point-oriented
case, one may cite arrow-diagram experiments in classification (23). A similar
technique has been used to produce metabolic/biochemical pathway charts (24).
More generally there is the production of
systems (flow) diagrams of various
kinds (25). The limitations of this approach are apparent from the visual drabness of the basic flow chart of the Club of

Rome sponsored, highly, significant Limits
to Growth project (26). Equally" academic " are social network diagrams, although
these usually show people linkages. Related to these, but focused on concepts
are belief networks (27) and "mental
models" (28).
A very crude and partial move towards an
area-oriented presentation has been
made.in the UNESCO science policy information thesaurus, SPINES (29). THis is
really a compromise between the point
and area forms as are the Venn diagram
type figures used innovatively for international organization memberships by UNCTAD. Of a very different kind are so-called
"mental maps" (31) of peoples perceived distortion of geographical areas
with which they are (un)familiar. Other examples may be found (25).
Much more ambitious possibilities are
foreseen (and are technically feasible
with available hard ware) using computerized graphic devices and colour display
screens. Douglas Engelbart envisages
people using such devices to "drive
around"
each
others
conceptual
spaces (32). It has been suggested that
the multitude of data elements describing
the condition of a highly complex industrial process might be represented to the
controller in the form of a flower or a landscape, such that any change in a process
condition would be immediately recognizable as alterations in the colour or shape
of the elements depicted. Displays are already used to provide realistic visual representations of complex 3-0 movements
of 3-D objects (e.g. plane manceuvers)
generated by computer, and this is far
beyond the cruder 2-D versions already
widely available as inexpensive home-TV
games.
Clearly there is little to prevent the " design" (in the sense of this paper) of animated representations based on geographical or even socio-cultural systems. Initially it would only be necessary to use
the computer power to " explore .. the topography in detail. Later" climate ", " erosion ", "plant species ", "animal species ", can be added in together with their
interrelationships. The possibility of
growth, or geological or species evolution
(from a "primeval .. condition) could be
explored. It is clear that, in contrast with
conventional simulations, the dynamics of
the representation impose a powerful and
necessary design constraint which facilitates "right brain" comprehension by
non-specialists. The computerized display in fact constitutes a powerful design
tool beyond its current uses for" computer aided design" of physical systems.
. The problem is not so much the hardware
but rather the information on the fields of
human activity. This currently has built in
blindspots or distortions due to the focus
and interest of the investigating disciplines. Currently an attempt is being made
to remedy this with a view to such a mapping exercise. This is being done with data
on 8,000 "international" organizations
covering the complete spectrum of human
activities which have achieved international significance. This is obtained from

the Yearbook of International Organizations (34), itself derived from a data basa
in common with the Yearbook of World
Problems and Human Potential which was
conceived with such a mapping exercise
in mind (3).
Much can of course be learnt from the
conventional discipline of map design (35) and from structures in nature (36).

Part 8 : Evolving design
This unconventional approach to classification should be compared with the long
of
approaches
in
the
series
past (37, 38, 39). The record of how societies have chosen to see the universe/environment decomposed into
categories is extremely instructive. E I
Samurin examines over 200 such. attempts (37).
As is to be expected no classification exercise bears a very happy relationship to
any of its predecessors or contemporaries. The new rejects the old and views its
inadequacies with considerable disdain.
This attitude, tempered with defensiveness, also tends to characterize the relationship between advocates of the different schemes today - which are the basis
of the computerized information systems
of. international agencies competing for financial resources.
What is missing is a sense of continuity not as a form of historical lip-service - but
of the evolution of classification patterns.
Now the design approach advocated in
this paper provides such a linkage. For, if
the exercise were to be conducted in
terms of the framework of any given period
of the past, it would be seen how the
« land masses,. would be differently located with respect to one another. The
geological evolution of the earth may
therefore be used to suggest the basis for
a series of maps which record successive
conceptual decompositions from "primitive " to complex. Continuity is respected.

Conclusions
Hopefully this paper demonstrates that
there is a practical approach to this very
difficult problem and that much could be
learned from such an exercise.
This sort of approach opens up for discussion the whole question of the value of the
conventional western scientific approach
of distinguishing sets of factors or conditions. and displaying them in a matrix or
classifying them in some way. This widespread tendency detaches the observer
from the phenomena in a mannerwhich
can conceal inability to relate to them, to
fully comprehend them or to understand
their relationship to other such sets. How
can the « scientific» act of classification
be related to the non-scientific need for
representation and comprehension of
complexity - given the variety of perspectives, information preferences, and tolerances for complexity?
Clearly there is a paradox associated with
such mapping in that the map is inadequate if the mapping actiVity does not figure on it. Whilst amusing (see "para-
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doxes "), the paradox embodies problems
which we resolve simplistically at present
and thus suffer the consequences of the
inappropriateness of our collective action.
Alastair Taylor in concluding an article on
" Process and structure in sociocultural
systems» (40) makes the point that:
" What we have to recognize is our shared
involvement in a fundamental conceptual
shift - a multi relational transformation
from a nation-state paradigm progressively to a global construct comparable to
the shift of perspective from the Mercator
projection - rectilinear and emphasizing
two-dimensional "flat" space - to, say,
an orthographic projection, at once curvilinear and recognizing new spatial relationships. Perhaps the traditional concept
of space itself requires to be assessed
anew. The nation-state paradigm tended
to view space as a void, an empty receptacle to contain pieces of " property", so
that space was largely a matter of
" place" and "location", and what lay
beyond the property lines was either noman's land or, alternatively, open to entrepreneurial " grabs" and exploitation. But
a very different way of perceiving space is
to regard it as a plenum - an ordering constituent of a macrocosmic system in which
field forces are omnipresent and omnio-

Mapping Paradoxes
The map gives rise to two important paradoxes, the Paradox of the Complete
Map, and the Paradox of the Inclusive
Map.
First, the Paradox of the Complete Map in
this passage from Lewis Carroll's Sylvie
and Brumo Concluded, 1893 :
'That's another thing we've learned from
your Nation,' said Mein Herr, 'map-making.
But we've carried it much further than you.
What do you consider the largest map that
would be really useful ?'
'About six inches to the mile.'
'Only six inches!' exclaimed Mein Herr.
'We very soon got to six yards to the mile.
Then we tried a hundred yards to the mile.
And then came the grandest idea of all !
We actually made a map of the country, on
the scale of a mile to the mile !'
'Have you used it much ?' I enquired.

'It has never been spread out, yet.' said
Mein Herr: 'the farmers objected: they
said it would cover the whole country, and
shut out the sunlight! So we now use the
country itself, as its own map, and I assure
you it does nearly as well.'
The Paradox of the Inclusive Map was
posed by Josiah Royce, in The World and
the Individual, 1899:
'Let us imagine that a portion of the soil of
England has been levelled off perfectly
and that on it a cartographer traces a map
of England. The job is perfect; there is no
detail of the soil of England, no matter how
minute, that is not registered on the map;
everything has there its correspondence.
This map, in such a case, should contain
a map of the map, which should contain a
map of the map of the map, and so on to
infinity.'
(Reproduced from: P. Hughes and G.
Brecht. Vicious Circles and Infinity; an anthology of paradoxes. London, Penguin,
1978).

Developmental landscapes
C H Waddington. Extract from" Concluding remarks» to Evolution and Human
Consciousness (15).
The first and most obvious type of change
in an embryo is that it develops into an
adult form; this is relatively long-lasting,
but is in fact always undergoing slow processes of change, which lead eventually
to senescence and death. This implies
that the phase space in which the system
is modeled contains a surface with a general slope which will guide any trajectory
toward the adult state, and final death.
However, we have also to take account of
the fact that different parts of an embryo
develop into different organs - liver, kidney, brains, muscles, and so forth. This situation can be described by supposing
that superimposed on the general slope is
a radiating system of valleys, which direct
some trajectories to move along toward
the kidney, another set to move along
toward liver, and so on. An attractor surface mode led in such a manner is called
an epigenetic landscape.
A description in these terms suggests
many questions which it might be profitable to study. At what point do various
valleys bran'ch off from one another? Do
two valleys which have once become separate from one another ever later come together and fuse again? But perhaps the
most important questions for most practical purposes relate to the shapes of the
valleys in cross section and the height of
the mountain watersheds between them.

There is no reason why a valley should not
have the shape of a very narrow canyon
with precipitous and possibly high walls;
or alternatively be characterized by the
gentler contours, leading down to broad
water meadows through which the river
meanders, which are characteristic of
what geologists would regard as an old,
mature earth form.
To avoid having to use the only metaphorical name of a « valley". for what is really
a characteristic of an attractor surface in
a multidimensional space. I have coined
the word «chreod ". The cross-sectional
shape of the chreod describes the reaction of the system to fluctuations affecting
it. In a chreod with a canyon-like shape. It
will be very difficult to divert the developing system from the very bottom of the valley. If this is done by a strong enough influence, the system will immediately find
its way back to the bottom as soon as the
influence ceases. Such a system is very
stable in Holling's terms. On the other
hand, if the chreod has the shape of a
broad river floodplain, it will be very easy to
divert the system from the very lowest
point and it will return there only after
meandering at random for quite some distance. This is a system with little stability
in Holling's terms.
On the other hand. the resilience of the
system depends not on the shape of the
river valley or chreod, but on the height of
the watersheds on each side of it. These
indicate the maximum fluctuation which

the system can absorb while remaining
within the same chreod. Anything greater
than this will push the system out of this
chreod over the watershed. Now Holling
suggests that it is very unstable systems
(i.e., those corresponding to broad valleys), which are most resilient (i.e., have
the highest watersheds). In a very general
way. in epigenetic landscapes comparable to old matured earth forms, this may
be true; but the connection is not necessary. In fact, in newly formed landscapes,
developed for instance in regions of the
earth recently subject to considerable uplift, one mal find deep valleys which are
very narrow in a cross section. such as the
Grand Canyon. If one is trying to design
and produce in a relatively short time a
system in which it is of the first importance
that it remain in its own chreod and not be
pushed over a watershed into something
quite different, then the simplest plan
would be to make a very deep valley and
a narrow one. The objection to this is not
that its stability necessarity robs it of resilience, but that it allows very little variation
among the individuals in a population
passing along it. One could say that it produces a great deal of turbulence in the
stream at the bottom. The social ideal
would seem to be to allow a great deal of
individual variation, in a maze of meandering streams in a flat valley bottom, but at
the same time to have high watersheds on
each side to prevent the system's being
flipped out of that chreod into some unknown country.
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perative, acting upon all material phenomena and maintaining a dynamic, energizing, as well as balancing, field. it is in
the context of a plenum or field we need to
approach the ordering of our planetary
and extraterrestrial spaces alike ".
And, strangely enough, C.H. Waddington
in his concluding remarks to the same
book is forced into the geographical metaphor which is the theme of this paper in
order to convey the complex notion of an
epigenetic landscape in relation to evolution.
The question of the underlying kinds of
metaphor through which the geographical
ordering of the world is understood has
recently been explored by Anne Buttimer
stresses the need for new metaphors at
this time (33).
There is a tantalizingly elusive relationship between the metaphor and current
techniques for investigating and representing macrodynamics. This is itself interpreted in terms of catastrophe theory,
namely the theory of the transitions of attractors (macrons) in a phase space,
which is the basis of the geometry of mac-
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... Against other people's maps
... Boaz-Jachin doubted that his father's
map would be of any use to him. He had
remembered it as large and beautiful.
Now he thought of it as small and
cramped, too neat, too calculated, too
little cognizant of unknown places, of
the night places waiting beyond the day
places, of the somewheres dropping
from the open wombs of nowheres. He

felt lost as he had not done since being
with the lion.
'Maps,' he said softly. 'A map is the dead
body of where you've been. A map is the
unborn baby of where you're going.
There are no maps. Maps are pictures of
what isn't. I don't want it.'
'That's beautiful,' said the girl. ' "There
are no maps." What don't you want?'

'My father's map,' said Boaz-Jachin.
'That's good,' said the girl. 'Is it yours?
Do you write? It sounds like the beginning of a poem: "My father's map is..."
What is it?'
'His,' said Boaz-Jachin. 'And he can
keep it.'
(Reproduced from: Russell Hoban. The
Lion of Boaz-Jachin and Jachin-Boaz.
London, Picador, 1974, p.121).
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services for a range of disciplines. It recently summarized
the current state of affairs as follows:
"The world's store of scientific and technical literature continues its exponential growth, with a corresponding diversification of the uses to which it can be put. We may be nearing the
limits of what can be accomplished by printing, mailing, storing,
and retrieving pieces of paper." (3)

Knowledge-Representation in a
Computer-Su pported
Environment*
Jlldge, A. J. N.: Knowledge-representation in a
computer-supported environment.
In: Intern. Classificat. 4 (1977) No.2, p. 76-81
Discussion of problems in knowledge handling
policy and indication of new software and hardware possibilities especially those making use of
graphic representational devices. The necessity for
a more adequate knowledge representation is demontrated in 19 statements contrasting present
documentation and information analysis procedures (as inadequate for current needs) with possi·
bilities of future methods and measures. Reference
is made to the consequent redefinition of relationships between conventional knowledge handling
processes, if only in the special institutional settings
where this approach will most probably be adopted.
(Author)

1. Pressing problems in knowledge handling policy
At a time when we are exposed to: a) a multitude of
documents in every specialized field of knowledge, b) a
multiplicity of often-unsuspected interconnections be·
tween the concerns of different specialities, and c) an
increasing need to interrelate the knowledge of seeming·
ly unrelated fields, we are having difficulty in: (i) producing documents cheaply, (ii) distributing them widely,
rapidly and in sufficient languages, and (iii) organizing
the documentation centres, libraries and information
systems to handle them. The complexity of the knowledge handling system is such that conceptual ambiguity
is the rule rather than the exception. At the same time
we are running short of the paper which permits us the
luxury of our incredibly ineffective, document-oriented
system.
Furthermore, and more serious, the cumbersome
nature of the knowledge handling system effectively prevents the maintenance of "thinking momentum" (2) on
any issue, whether for an individual or in group interaction between researchers. Such disruption of innovation
is increasingly intolerable as well as dangerous because of
our dependence upon collective innovative and rapid re·
sponses to the many problem of society. The scholar's
relaxed acceptance of extended delays (deriving from
the monastic tradition and the priorities of the gentle·
men-of·leisure who fathered many of the sciences) can
no longer set the standard for knowledge handling!.
The US National Science Foundation has invested
heavily over the past decade in abstracting and indexing

*

Completely revised version of a paper which appeared in (1),
p.229-233.

This is not the place to detail the evidence in support
of this view. A significant practical example, however, is
the case of the United Nations. A former President of
the General Assembly remarked that "the United. Nations is drowning in its own words and suffocating in its
own documentation" (4). The UN Joint Inspection Unit
notes that "the point of saturation has now been reached
and indeed overstepped and that the law of diminishing
returns is taking over" (5). Their solution implemented,
however, is "to set once and for all, and strictly enforce,
a reasonable but drastically reduced ceiling to the vol:
ume of documentation its various bodies call for and its
services produce" (5). It can be urgued that such a response to the problem is incredibly short-sighted in view
of mankind's need for new knowledge and the right of
all to participate in the generation of that knowledge
and to receive the associated information. To reduce
severely the means of storing and disseminating such
knowledge within the world's key organizational system,
without seeking a more appropriate complementary
medium, can only be counter-productive and unsatisfactory.
If some limit is being reached then the National Science Foundation, continuing the above quotation, considers that:
"effective communication will necessarily come to depend
upon electronic means of handling information. In any case, for
significant improvements in the accessibility and usefulness of
the information handled we must look beyond paper-based
communications to a computer-sensible literature, stored in central facilities for instantaneous presentation at remote terminals
anywhere. To create such a literature through the conversion of
printed literature would be slow, inefficient, and formidably expensive. For this reason, a goal for publication is to capture new
literature in computer-sensible form at its source." (3)

The same document identifies other interrelated
goals:
As in the case of publication, therefore, a goal for da·
ta banking is to capture new data compilations at
their source.
A goal for computer-sensible information resources is
to share them through a network of their holders.
A goal for information searching is to provide the
needed capability through remote terminals which
individuals can use at their places of work.
- The process of electronic publication ... would thus
be completed through the electronic analog of a
journal subscription ... The same facilities could also
be employed for less formal exchanges of information
in computer-managed conferences, which have recent·
ly been found to have great value for group problemsolving and for the coordination of activities.
A goal for information use is to provide computer
assistance through the same terminal as is employed
to acquire the information.
As is noted below, the NSF is currently funding field
experiments amongst groups of scientists. As has been
noted elsewhere (6), it is difficult to convey the nature
of the communication process in this new computer-sup-
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ported, paper-less environment. "Most of our intuitions
about face-to-face interaction simply do not apply to
this new and unusual form of communication ... it is
not surprising that computer conferencing might actually establish an altered state of communication in which
the realities of fact-to-face communication are distorted
and entirely new patterns of interaction emerge" (6).
Some impression of the significance of existing applications may be gained from the following section. A major
investment in creating and experimenting with such environments has been made over the past decade through
the ARPANET at the Center for Augmenting Human
Intellect, Stanford Research Institute (7,8,9).

2. Software and Hardware
It is much to be regretted that those who have an understanding of the existing, and increasingly available, computer hardware and peripheral equipment are rarely able
to envisage innovative uses for that equipment outside
certain specialized sectors of engineering and fundamental defence research.
Consequently, when such equipment is used elsewhere, the applications do not constitute breakthroughs
in the ability to respond flexibly to relationship complexity and inter-sectoral contact, but only a greater
ability to handle the increasing quantities of data within
a predefmed sector. This lack is matched for those in
those sectors, which could benefit immediately from a
wide variety of innovative though relatively simple applications, but who are unaware of the possibilities.
It is impossible to explore adequately in this context
the significance of these devices and applications for
classification-related questions. Some possibilities can
however be indicated (7).
1. Computer graphics devices (CRT displays). These
are now familiar to many, if only at airline reservation
desks. What is much less well-known is the form of this
device which can handle not only lines of text but can
also display highly complex relationship networks (such
as arrow diagrams) whether in two or three dimensions
with many possibilities for assisting the user in the exploration, comprehension and re-representation of such
(concept) networks for comprehension by others interested in alternative or simplified displays. Very complex
domains may be represented on displays of several hundred colours 2 .
2. Graph plotters. Complex relationship charts of up
to several square meters in size may be drawn, with
several colours, under computer control on the basis of
data selected by the user (possibly after viewing a display of successive parts of it with the previous device).
The significance of a knowledge user or institution being
able to obtain and represent the structure of a knowledge domain in this way remains to be appreciated (7).
3. Computer-assisted structure elucidation. Programs
are now in use for the interactive exploration by chemists of possible molecular structures in the light of inferred structural fragments and various constraints (12,
13). The approach bears many similarities to an application which should be available to users wishing to explore concept structures (e.g. in association with the proposal of the Committee on Conceptual and Terminologi-

cal Analysis, and Unesco's current Interconcept program
(10, 14).
4. Computer-conferencing. The US National Science
Foundation is now investigating the consequences of
providing computer terminals to individuals who are
members of geographically dispersed "invisible colleges"
(3). The scholars so linked, whether in one or more
countries, can exchange, store and comment on information according to an evolving agenda. Such applications
may include those mentioned above. To date however
the structures of the "agendas" governing the relationship between the items chosen for a particular computerconference are of the simple hierarchical variety. However, the computer does facilitate linking and sequencing
keywords in the series of interventions constituting the
transcript of a conference so that such associative networks may be explored in a manner somewhat similar to
citation analysis. The significance of being able to use
such an environment to facilitate interaction in relation
to a complex evolving network of concepts, and to use
the environment to explore and experimentally re-structure collectively such a network, remain~ to be appreciated - particularly with re~ard to interdisciplinary and
intersectoral communication.
3. Knowledge representation
The previous section indicates a breakthrough in terms
of hardware in support of a new knowledge-handling environment and the NSF initiative indicates that this is
being very seriously explored. What is still not appreciated apparently, is the significance in such an environment
of the decomposition of the "texts" of a particular author into sentences or even words. The computer permits
this (by the very nature of its operation) and facilitates
any recombination of his statements into new configurations (perhaps blended with those of his colleagues).
This is important for concept analysis (14,15,17).
A stage is therefore reached in which a given text is
treated by the computer as a network of key words embedded in a field of explanatory comments. The structure of the network bears an iconic relationship to the
knowledge it represents. Knowledge innovation is more
and more closely represented by the changes to the
structure and content of that network. The explanatory
and introductory comment, which constitutes the great
bulk of any text is only of secondary significance and
can be stripped away, given a much lower handling priority, or reprocessed into a more compact and comprehensible form by communication and education specialists. Soergel, in discussing the possibility of an automated encyclopedia, discusses this point (18) with a quotation from Bohnert et al (19):
"An increase in accessibility without a corresponding increase
in human assimilation rate will be self-defeating... Often one
needs to know only a central idea, result, theorem, or the methods employed, with bibliographical information for later reference, but finds that a short course in unneeded detail is required
to get to it."

Little attention has been given to this problem of
assimilation, other than a heightened emphasis on
"speed reading". It would seem that much is to be
gained by looking at the ability of the graphics devices
discussed above to provide structured diagrams and displays in which a deliberate attempt is made to use inter77
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face programs (possibly selected according to the presentation preference of the user) to provide a high degree of
iconicity. Relationship structures as displayed should
bear a strong relationship to the relationship between
the knowledge structure which has to be absorbeJ as a
gestalt for learning to take place (20).

In parallel columns below, an attempt is made to
clarify the distinction between a hypothetical knowledge-oriented system, now technically feasible, and the
current approach. The intention is not to imply that the
former should replace the latter but rather to show that
the former offers various means of avoiding some of the
key problems faced by the latter - the two are however
complementary. The distinction is basically between
integration or fragmentation in the handling of information.

(-a) PRESENT: Document/Information System

(-b) FUTURE : Knowledge-representation System

1a) Index tends to be based on simple hierarchy or alphabetic listing of subject, author and title, which can be
handled on catalogue cards. Budgetary constraints usually prevent widespread introduction of sophisticated classification and cross-referencing techniques.

1b) '1ndex" constitutes a complex network giving a representation ofentities and relationships and the dynamics ofany points under debate. This complexity can only
be handled by multidimensional computer techniques.
Cross-references are necessarily inserted by the author to
define the location of his innovation. Others may be inserted automatically, optiort/llly, or experimentally by
computer.

2a) Users want rapid access to documents; the index is a
temporary inconvenience to gain access to a document.

2b) Users want rapid access to the "network index"
wh~ch rep~esen~s the needed items of knowledge and
thell: relationships; documents are a temporary inconvemence only used if it is necessary to re-examine data
and detailed arguments justifying the entities and relationships incorpo,:ated. (Document access is a secondary
problem for whICh a documentation system may be
used.)

3a) Access to knowledge via documents means multiple
reproduction and transfer of documents to a variety of
libraries where they mayor may not be used.

3b) Access to knoWledge is direct and does not require
reproduction and transfer of documents. (Only one copy
of the document justifying the amendment need exist on
microfiche so that copies need only be prepared when
the data and arguments muBt be re-examined in detail.)

4a) Out-of-date, rejected, low quality, false, old documents are retained in the system and indexed with no
index indication of their status.

4b) Out-ofdate, rejected, false, etc. entities or relationships may be eliminated from the system by listing them
on paper, microfilm, Of' other "documents" with the
b!bliographical source from which they were obtained
(l.e they are available if required but do not clog the
system).

Sa) Only the knowledge held in the documents physically available at that location is accessible. The index frequently only indicates the documents held in the documentation centre in question.

5b) All knowledge is on-line, although the supporting

6a) Research is conducted primarily using documents
'
notes and file cards as a stimulus to creativity.

d°lacuments may not be physically accessible without
d e y.
6b) Research is conducted primarily using the know1-

edK.e-represent~tion structure (i. e. the graphiaU represen-

tatlOn) as a stimulus to creativity. Private and tentative
amendments can be made experimentally, shared eketronically with selected colleagues, and then destroyed,
stored or released electronically to a wider audience. The
authors "notes and file cards" can be effectively integrated into the system to facilitate his thinking processes.
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7a) Different styles of documents are produced on the
same topic for research, education, public information
and propaganda, program management, policy making,
etc., purposes. The same material is repeated, with some
extensions and some omissions, for each audience. This
leads to a "spastic" or "aphasic" response to new situations, by different portions of society due to delays in
production of the documents for different audiences and
to significant variations in the importance given by the
authors to different items of information.

7b) The entities and relationships entered on the basil
of research insights are also used for other purpoNS. Instead ofproducing different documents and reprocessing
the insights, different identified "filters" are used in presenting or displaying the entities and relationships to
different audiences. In this way, each new research insight is immediately incorporated into each other form
of knowledge-representation; each portion of society
works from the same data base. (Problems registered by
non-research bodies are immediately evident as a challenge to research.) In this way if an element of knowledge represented cannot be understood, the user merely
calls for a new method of representation (of the same
knowledge) possibly using isomorphs (or even analogies)
from a domain with which he is familiar. (At any point
he can move into a programmed learning mode and be
instructed with simpler representations or work from an
area of knowledge with which he is familiar.)

8a) Each new document must carry a lot of verbal
packaging to explain and define the context within
which innovative elements are introduced. Such contextual material is repeated by each author concerned
with that domain of knowledge. There is no guarantee
that the rephrasing of earlier arguments (necessary for
status and copyright reasons) will constitute an improvement facilitating greater comprehension (rather than inhibiting it).

8b) The author need only enter the specific entities or
relationships which constitute his innovation. (Since the
academic's status is bound up with his specific modifications to the knowledge structure and not the verbalizations held in a document, the problem of adequate verbalization may be handled separately. Hopefully a limited number of skilled verbal presentations, from a minimum number of different perspectives and literary
styles, could be constantly updated by professioTIIII writers using the best verbal arguments by any appropriate
academic or communic.at,!r~). .__ ...

9a) Articles retain permanently their total length and
degree of encumbrance to the document system.

9b) Articles may retain their full length only for a
TJeriod of days before being shortened or stripped (by
computer) of explanatory matter and represented as a
network of concepts - or simply stored on microfilm or
erased.

lOa) Alternative concepts or contradictory evidence
published elsewhere can be conveniently ignored in a
document or textbook - particularly where the counter
argument comes from another discipline (or a school of
thought publishing in a different language). The risk of
explicit published criticism is low in many fields, therefore the degree of support for (or criticism of) any particular element in a document remains unclear.

lOb) Alternative concepts, relationships or contradicting evidence are immeditrtely forced on one's attention even in the case of relationships linking to other disciplines. The degree of support for (or criticism of) any
particular element is clearly evident. Members of qualified professions may "vote" on particular amendments
to the knowledge structure which is their concern.

lla) Interdisciplinary links are ignored if the author
has no interest in them. As a result there is no built-in
process within the documentation system which encourages integrative studies to counter-balance the further
fragmentation of knowledge. Integrative studies have
low status, being equated with educational texts, general
reviews and journalism.

11b) Interdisciplinary links are already held in position
whether the author wants to ignore them or not. Integration of isolated items of knowledge into higher orders
of synthesis is facilitated and may be undertaken experimentally, selectively and largely by computer program
(searches may be made for various degrees of isomorphism between concept structures in different domains).
Integrative innovations acquire a high status as a means
of comprehending wide domains of knowledge and controlling the associated information.
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12a) The documentation system does not permit panoramic summary of any permanent representation of
knowledge in a particular domain.
Each verbal summary extant at a particular moment
is under criticism and subject to reserves from different
schools of thought within the discipline or in other disciplines. In this important respect a document arising from
a single group of authors can never contain the totality of
views in a domain of knowledge. Only the non-concretized interaction between a succession of documents
approximates to it. These invisible qualifiers on any
document are a feature of the "collective mentality" of
the members of the discipline. The knowledge of the
discipline at any moment is very much in (and between)
the minds of its members rather than on paper or in a
row of books.
The forum of academic debate is concretized in a
scattering of journal articles and other documents. There
is little interaction between the journals but the debate
is somewhat summarized in the various collections of abstracts in which the contents index gives some indication
of the interventions on related topics.

12b) Each entity link and qualification is indicated in
the knowledge-representation system. In effect one
"layer" of the "collective mentality" of a discipline is
rendered visible. Each modification to knowledge in the
domain can be entered on an hour-by-hour basis.
The knowledge-representation system constitutes a
"thinking forum" in which the juxtaposition ofrelevant
ideas from all sources is maximized. The researcher con
expose himse~f to a pattern of theoretical formulations
in the process of being continually improved, and to
which he can contribute. Concepts and relationships can
be "registered" by postcard, but more dynamic possibilities are increasingly available. A dozen or more specialists in a particular field (the "invisible college" for that
topic) can contribute simultaneously to work on ideas
being written on one "mental note pad" via electronic
dialogue support systems which help them to respond to
each other's ideas (even if they are a continent apart)
with a rapidity that allows each of them to maintain
thinking momentum.

13a) Thinking momentum is constantly interrupted
when access to new documents is required. (Long delays,
2-3 months, are normal; 50 months or more from initiation of research to appearance in abstracts.)

13b) Thinking momentum is maintained since the essence of any new domain of knowledge is always accessible - all the links and entities are there (delays are
measured in seconds for data links).
(This mode of operation should be compared with
some discussions between academics interested in the
same topic in which progress is frustrated because if
someone thinks of a good idea he wants to "publish" it
(to gain credit) before contributing to the thinking momentum of his colleagues - this may mean a delay of
months.)

14a) Author has "published" when document is in circulation and "available"; index entries are of little significance to the author. Texts must be at least several pages
in length before they are considered "documents"
worthy of registration in an information system. The
documentation system is embarrassed when faced with
obtaining "ephemeral" or "phantom" material which
has not been made commercially available through the
normal publishing channels.

I4b) Author has "published" when the appropriate
knowledge structure in the "index" has been modified;
incorporation in "index" (through a terminal) is ofhighest priority for the author. Acceptable amendments to
the knowledge structure can be as little as a single line of
text in length, or simply the indication ofa relationship
between existing, but hitherto unrelated, items of
knowledge. Even in the course of rapid change to the
knowledge structure the paternity of each emerging formulation is identified and registered (if the author so
desires).

15a) Author's status, credibility, pride and interest are
primarily associated with visible documents on library
shelves and only secondarily with the research community's collective judgment on their value. The documentation problem is aggravated by the "publish or perish"
code which governs much of academic life. Unless an
academic produces a document he is "invisible" and
loses status.

ISb) Author's status, credibility, pride and interest are
associated with the visible entities and links in the graphic representation accessible to all. By switching emphasis
to the specific entities and relationships which the academic has formulated, successfully confirmed or criticized - his status is determined by the bonds and entities with which he is assocUzted. Each of his contributions is "visible" until it is superseded. They are not
subject to the vagaries ofdocument distribution patterns
and the journal referee system.

16a) The key figures in a discipline and the relationships between their spheres of influence are unclear.

I6b) The "luminaries" in a particular discipline are all
visible together with the relationships between their
spheres of influence.
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17a) The direction of research is governed in part by
shifting fashions of credibility, status and politicallydetermined funding (e.g. "environment", "resources",
"population") which obscure the basic knowledge structure. This is only partly evident in print but is controlled by an ongoing informal dialogue centred upon
the elders of the discipline who legitimate consideration
of particular entities and relationships.

17b) it is quite evident which issues are mrrently under
debate and the manner in which the demise of a set of
entities and rekztionships will weaken the status of a
whole set of dependent elements. Current fashions
would not obscure the basic knowledge structure. Ideally the system would also act as a continually updated
voting board for each element, providing an opportunity
for members of the profession to indicate their approval,
whilst at the same time providing an appropriate focus
for counter-arguments and alternatives.

I8a) The world's publishing and purchasing capacity,
and the consequent necessity for the journal referee
system and increasmg costs, limits arbitrarily (and in
many cases inequitably) the number and variety of viewpoints which can be expressed on any subject. The
nature of the referee system leads to an inhibition of
innovation.

18b) The reduction of the volume of text required to
"carry" any conceptual innovation, and the integration
of the referee and editorial system at the computer level
permits a greater number and variety of viewpoints and
more subtle and equitable mechanisms for the expression ofpeer-group support or criticism.

19a) Considerable intellectual, administrative and technical investments are made in achieving a unified standard of classification and description which determine the
structural specifications of information systems. Relationships between different standardized schemes of
this type are not facilitated nor are experiments with
amendments or alternatives to any particular scheme.

19b) The information is handled in a verYftexible format. A choice may be made at any time between a
variety of ckzssification schemes. Some of these may be
universal schemes, others may be specialized, and others
may be experimentally employed by the user. Considerable use is made of computer power to switch between
ckzssification schemes and to restructure them (tentatively) in the light of new insights and relationship
coding schemes.

4. Conclusion

It is unlikely that any encyclopedic system based on
large amounts of textual information will be as practical or significant as the dynamic, multi-perspective,
participative system outlined here - although there may
be points of contact between the two approaches.
It is interesting that the right note was sounded by
the US National Academy of Sciences Committee on
Scientific and Technical Communication (SATCOM) in
1969 when it was stated that: "More exciting than retrieval of information from a static store is evolutionary
indexing, in which user's modifications, restructuring
and critical commentaries steadily improve the initial
indexing" .."
The challenge for those active in the field of classification will be to provide their proposed schemes or
amendments as computer program packages or optional
modules which can be easily employed in such environments in order for the user to be able to restructure
(possibly only temporarily) the data base with which he
is working to perceive it in an alternative light. Hopefully this would lead to improvements in the ability to classify and enhance comprehension of inter- and trans-disciplinary concepts (21,22,23).

The above section attemps to give an understanding of
the special characteristics of the knowledge-handling
environment which will be increasingly accessible, if
only to those in privileged institutions. For whilst there
are few technical and economic constraints to prevent
such an environment becoming widely accessible, it is
probable that this will be obstructed by socio-political
factors, including recognition of vulnerability to abuse
and government control. On the other hand, there is
')ome probability that government agencies will come to
favour and promote the Widespread existence of such a
system as permitting a sophisticated improvement over
telephone surveillance of intellectuals and social change
:igents.
Whatever the general outcome, it is highly probable
that such environments will be developed for creative
thinkers in key research disciplines and policy environments and for the conferences and institutions in which
they interact. The key to the attractiveness for them of
such (micro)environments is the manner in which the
processes of thinking and communication are blended
with those of storage, retrieval, classification and reclassification. In fact it is the intimate relationship between
shared Cf'~ative thinking and exploratory integrative
reclassification in the light of new insights which is the
chief feature of such environments. Of special interest is
the manner in which the processes of analysis, conceptual innovation (and its verbal representation), explanatory
comment, linkage to related initiatives, abstracting, classification, dissemination, and peer-group assessment effectively blur together into a new and more dynamic
process whose nature remains to be explored and for
which the current division of labour is inadequate.

Notes
1 The author had the experience in 1970 of having to wait
seven months for an in-print publication ordered from Belgium by telephone and telex (and a personal visit to the distributor in the USA). Its title: Foundations of Access to
Knowledge.
2 Further comments on the use of graphics devices are made in
the appendices to the publication listed under (11), itself an
experiment to set up a large data base on which the use of
such devices could be tested. See also the book review of this
work in this issue, p. 114.
3 For further details on computer conferencing and a bibliography see (16).
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